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Augmented reality is a real-time combination of real and virtual worlds. In aug-
mented reality audio (ARA) real surrounding sounds are mixed with virtual sound
sources. In this bachelor’s degree thesis a digital, real-time hear-through system
(HTS) is implemented for the acoustical transparency of an ARA headset.
It is achieved by adding back the sounds that have been attenuated by the isola-
tion characteristics of the headphone itself. The surrounding sounds are recorded
on both ears by means of two microphones, equalised in a digital signal processor
(DSP) according to acoustical measurements of both isolation curves and fre-
quency response of the headphones and played back through them. This can lead
to coloration of the spectrum due to the delay introduced in the added sound,
that when added to the sound leaked through the headphones produces a comb-
like effect. It can be dealt with an all-pass filter design technique. The issues of
its implementation are discussed and a case study is conducted.
When having an ideal HTS and possible sound placement of the virtual objects
it is easy that they can be confused with reality. Thus, the idea of tagging added
sounds appears in order to distinguish real from virtual worlds so there is no pos-
sible confusion for the user. Different effects are implemented to do so, both in
a Matlab real-time application with a graphical user interface and in the DSP
used for the equalisation. Listening tests are conducted to ensure an effective
distinction of virtual sounds while keeping their intelligibility and quality.
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1 Introduction
Augmented reality (AR) is defined as a combination of a physical, real-world en-
vironment and a virtual, artificially generated world in real-time, in contrast with
virtual reality in which real world is replaced with the virtual one. Both concepts
are very popular nowadays because of the rise of head-mounted and see-through
displays as well as mobile apps, almost all of them focusing in the visual part of the
augmented reality.

With the same idea augmented reality audio (ARA) is defined. A real sound
environment is extended with virtual sound sources in real-time, which can be arti-
ficially created, recorded or received from a distant user. It cannot be understood
without mobility, as it is really useful when using it on a daily basis together with
location-based information services, in which it could be used for example in areas
like tourism, telepresence or entertainment. [1] ARA is basic for a complete AR ex-
perience, as it can introduce new and complex layers of information naturally with
speech or other kinds of sound while not requiring full attention from the user.

In order to implement ARA applications special hardware is required to provide
the user with the virtual contents while preserving the real environment sound, a spe-
cially designed ARA headset. This ARA headset has to implement a hear-through
system (HTS). It consists of a pair of headphones with integrated microphones in
order to capture the environment and reproduce it back, achieving this way its
acoustical transparency, so the difference between wearing headphones or not is
undistinguishable. The copy of the surrounding sounds that has been processed is
called pseudoacoustic environment. It can also be done with bone-conduction head-
phones which do not block the ear canal and do not attenuate the sounds around
the user. [1]

An ARA mixer as proposed by [2] allows routing and mixing the added vir-
tual sounds and the pseudoacoustic representation of the real ones. Furthermore,
headphone equalisation of the pseudoacoustic environment is needed as otherwise
the headphone itself alters it with its own acoustics. However, leakage from the
surrounding sounds exists, as they do not isolate completely, so the final sound
perceived by the user is a mix of the pseudoacoustic environment and the leaked
surrounding sound.

In this thesis a digital signal processor (DSP) is used for the routing, mixing, and
equalisation, so everything is processed in the digital world. Using digital technology
enables replacing the expensive analog circuitry with DSPs as well as programmabil-
ity that would allow using different headphones by changing the equalisation curves
with no need of new hardware.

However, the DSP introduces a delay that when combining leaked sound from
the surroundings and this delayed pseudoacoustic environment produces a comb fil-
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ter effect and thus coloration of the spectrum. Its effect is studied and simulated for
different kinds of headphones. It is finally dealt by means of equalisation with an
allpass (AP) filter design technique proposed in [3] based on designing an AP filter
with a desired beginning of the impulse response. The isolation impulse response
is the first part of the AP filter impulse response and then it is combined with a
designed AP tail with which the pseudoacoustic environment is equalised.

The response and isolation capabilities of the headphone itself are obtained by
measuring them with a dummy-head using swept-sine techniques. They are obtained
as impulse responses that characterise the headphone completely under normal con-
ditions of use. They are used to implement the mentioned AP filter design technique
for achieving an AP HTS for a proposed ARA headset. The issues involved in this
implementation are also discussed.

In addition, the added virtual sound objects introducing new information to the
listener need to be easy to distinguish from the real ones while keeping their in-
telligibility and quality in order to avoid confusion for the user, as with an ideal
HTS and sound placement by means of spatial audio techniques, identifying virtual
sounds could be impossible or at least confusing. That cannot happen as it could
lead to distractions of the user while doing other activities, e.g. a distraction of the
user caused by the ARA headset while driving a car is not admissible.

Different effects are created to tag the virtual sounds, which can have different
natures such as speech, music, and notification or foley sounds. Two different ap-
proaches are considered. First, a Matlab block-by-block real-time implementation
of the effects is done creating a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows changing
the parameters in real-time and experiencing the difference between effects easily.
Afterwards, the effects are implemented in the DSP with the graphical development
tool Sigma Studio provided by the manufacturer in order to integrate everything
in the same device. Finally, a benchmark between the different effects is done by
means of listening tests in order to find the most suitable one for this purpose.

The thesis is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical background
and reviews the literature about ARA and headphone measurements. Section 3
presents the components used for the case study of the ARA headset, the proce-
dures of the headphone measurements, a simulation of the comb filter effect in the
scope of ARA headsets, and the design of an AP HTS for the proposed ARA headset
with the AP filter design technique. Section 4 focuses on the development of the
Matlab real-time effects processor, the implementation of different effects for audio
tagging both in Matlab and in the DSP; and the listening tests of the effects. Section
5 presents the results of the headphone measurements, the results of the measure-
ments of the case study ARA headset, and the results of the listening test. Section
6 summarises and concludes the thesis as well as proposing interesting future work.
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2 Background
In this section both the theoretical tools used in the thesis and relevant previous
work are reviewed.

2.1 Theoretical background

This sub-section explains the theory behind the tools used throughout this thesis.
The analysis and processing of audio signals can be implemented using different
techniques and in different domains, both in analog or digital worlds. For the anal-
ysis or processing of an audio signal in a digital system like a computer or a DSP
the audio needs to be first sampled, processed, and reconstructed again to achieve
a continuous time signal. A complete overview on digital signal processing is found
in [4] and specifically for audio in [5] and [6] for audio effects.

2.1.1 Sampling, quantisation and interpolation

Sampling is the reduction of a continuous signal to a discrete one. In audio an ana-
log to digital converter (ADC) does it in the time domain by sampling or measuring
the value of the continuous wave in equally distant moments, so every Ts seconds,
the sampling interval, or more commonly, taking Fs samples every second, which is
known as the sampling frequency. The measured value is also quantised in a number
of levels of amplitude commonly given in a number of bits or bit depth with which
the real values are expressed in a finite length word.

According to Nyquist-Shannon theorem, the sampling frequency has to be twice
the bandwidth of the signal Fs = 2B in order to achieve perfect reconstruction
afterwards, defining the concept of Nyquist frequency Fn = Fs/2. In audio appli-
cations and according to the limitations of the human auditory system, which is only
able to hear in the region in between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, the most used sampling
frequencies are 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz although for transmission smaller sampling
frequencies are also used, and for professional applications even higher.

That means that the band has to be limited to half the sampling frequency,
otherwise the spectral components of the original signal would overlap with those of
the alias originated due to the periodicity introduced by the sampling. In order to
avoid that when the sampling frequency is chosen by standards, anti-aliasing low-
pass filters are used so the amplitude of the high frequencies is acceptably low.

The fact of the low-pass anti-aliasing filters not being ideal and the errors in-
troduced in the quantisation make the perfect reconstruction impossible, without
need of mentioning other factors that can introduce more distortion such as noise or
deviation from the precise sample intervals (jitter). However, reconstruction can be
done sufficiently good to achieve a perceptually perfect reconstruction of the wave.
It is done by means of interpolation: ideally by replacing each sample by a scaled
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sinc function and practically, as a sinc with infinite length is not achievable, by
replacing them by rectangular pulses of the same length and filtering afterwards the
spurious high-frequency content due to the approximation, which finally introduces
more errors or distortion to the original signal.

2.1.2 Spectral analysis, windowing and estimation

The spectrum of a signal is the distribution of its energy over frequency, typically
instead of over time. As mentioned, the spectrum of a digital signal consists of a
replication of the analog spectrum in all integers of the sampling frequency. If the
bandwidth of the analog signal is larger than the Nyquist frequency overlapping
occurs, producing aliasing in the digital signal.

The spectrum of a discrete-time signal can be computed by means of the Discrete-
Time Fourier Transform (DTFT), which transforms a discrete function x[n] into a
2π-periodic function of variable ω in the continuous frequency domain.

X(ω) =
∞∑

n=−∞

x[n]e−jω (1)

However, if the signal is N-periodic it can be reduced to a Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) due to the fact that all information is contained in N samples and
the DTFT is periodic as well. In case it is not periodic but has finite length N it can
be computed only as a number N of samples of its period. That is known as DTFT
sampling and brings also to the DFT. By replacing X(ω) = X(2πF ) = X(2πk/N):

X[k] = DFTN(x[n]) =
N−1∑
n=0

x[n]e−j2πnk/N (2)

The DFT transforms a finite discrete signal x[n] of equally spaced N samples
into a set of N complex coefficients X[k] of a finite combination of complex sinu-
soids ordered by their frequencies, multiples of Fs/N, the resolution of the DFT
points, giving then an output discrete function that is also periodic, so going from
the discrete time or space domain to the discrete frequency domain. The fact that
it is discrete and finite allows its computation in computers or other hardware like
DSPs, usually by means of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) algorithms due to their
efficiency when the number of samples N is a power of 2.

The inverse transform, called Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT), allows
going back from the discrete frequency domain to the discrete time domain, typically
after some modification on the original spectrum in audio applications. It takes
then N complex samples (X[k]) from the spectrum and returns N complex (or real)
samples in x[n]. It has of course its own fast version, the Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT).

x[n] = DFT−1N (X[k]) =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

X[k]ej2πnk/N (3)
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In order to deal with a manageable size a very long or infinite sequence is often
windowed to M samples, which means fewer samples are taken when computing the
DFT. That results in a loss of resolution in the DFT compared to the one of the
complete signal if one computes the DFT of the M<N samples of the windowed
signal and the introduction of leakage: new spectral components appear. That hap-
pens because windowing is the result of the product of the original signal and a finite
length signal of particular shape; which, as explained in 2.1.4, means convolution in
the frequency domain.

If no function is applied to the resulting signal before computing the DFT it is
said that a rectangular window is used. However, other windowing functions can
be applied dealing to different results in their DFTs with different dynamic-range,
resolution, sensitivity, and different applications. Typical window functions are the
rectangular, triangular, Hann, Hamming, Blackman, cosine, and Tukey.

Zero padding is typically used with windowing in order to achieve a finer fre-
quency grid when the window length is short. That means computing an N-point
DFT of the windowed signal of length M plus N-M zeros. Spectral analysis of ran-
dom signals without known structure is known as spectral estimation and different
techniques exist to see their spectral components, the most common ones are:

1. Periodogram: Squared modulus of the DFT.

2. Barlett: Average the periodogram of multiple segments of the signal in order
to reduce variance of the spectral estimate, while losing resolution.

3. Welch: Average of overlapping, windowed segments of the signal.

4. ARMA: Fitting the signal to an autoregressive, moving average model.

5. Blackman-Tukey: Also known as periodogram smoothing, DFT of the win-
dowed autocorrelation of the signal, not considering the samples that correlate
the less.

2.1.3 Digital filtering basics

A digital filter is a digital system that performs mathematical operations such as
additions, products, and delays on a sampled, discrete-time signal (input) to reduce
or enhance certain aspects of the signal giving also a discrete-time signal (output).
If they do not change with time and the operations they perform are linear they
can be said to be linear time-invariant (LTI) filters. If it is the case their response
to any given input can be characterised by their transfer function, their difference
equation or their impulse response equivalently.

The transfer function is a mathematical representation of the relation between
the input and output of an LTI system without initial conditions. In discrete-time
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systems, it is defined in the complex frequency Z-domain and if it is causal, i.e. the
output does not depend on future inputs, it can be defined as:

H(z) =
B(z)

A(z)
=
b0 + b1z

−1 + ...+ bNz
−N

1 + a1z−1 + ...+ aMz−M
(4)

The order of a filter is determined by the maximum of N or M. There are many
different filter types but all of them can be categorised in two large groups: Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filters and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters, or equiv-
alently Non-recursive or Recursive filters respectively, depending on whether they
have feedback or not. In previous equation an FIR filter would have the denomina-
tor equal to 1, so no feedback as it is non-recursive. An IIR would have coefficients
in both numerator and denominator, the ones in the denominator indicating the
feedback or recursive part of the filter.

This can be more easily understood by looking at its equivalent linear constant-
coefficient difference equation (LCCD) via inverse Z-transform.

y[n] = −
N∑
k=1

aky[n− k] +
M∑
k=0

bkx[n− k] (5)

Now it can be seen how the different elements in the denominator of the transfer
function are related to delayed versions of the output, i.e. the feedback, and the
elements in the numerator to delayed versions of the input.

From this last equation the concept of impulse response can also be introduced.
As its name already says, the impulse response is the output given by a digital system
or filter to a particular input, the Kronecker delta function or unitary impulse:

δ[n] =

{
1 for n = 0
0 for n 6= 0

(6)

When applying a unitary impulse to a digital LTI filter, the resulting function is
the so-called impulse response of the filter denoted by h[n], which totally describes
it as long as it is an LTI filter. With this impulse response one can then obtain
the response of the filter to any given input by discrete convolution of the impulse
response and the new input signal:

y[n] =
∞∑

k=−∞

x[k]h[n− k] = x[n] ∗ h[n] (7)

This discrete sum formula represents the relation between input x[n] and output
y[n] for a digital system or filter in the discrete-time domain. Note the relation
with the LCCD equation and the transfer function. While the transfer function
is the quotient of the Z-transforms of the LCCD equations input and output, the
Z-transform of the impulse response would give directly the transfer function.
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For the case of FIR filters, it can be seen that their impulse response h[n] is
directly the set of coefficients appearing in their transfer function numerator as the
denominator is always one. This gives a straightforward implementation for all FIR
filters with unit delay lines and gain blocks, allowing creating filters from measured
impulse responses of analog filters or unknown complex systems easily.

Figure 1: FIR filter block diagram where z−1 blocks are one unit delay lines of the
input signal and bk are the gains with which every delayed version of the signal
contributes to the output, which coincide with the impulse response of the filter.

It can be seen that FIR filters are intrinsically stable as when the input has been
zero for N samples, the output is zero. IIR filters can be unstable as they depend
on the output. In order for them to be stable, all poles of the transfer function must
be located within the unit circle in the Z-plane.

2.1.4 Convolution theorem

The convolution theorem states that convolution in one domain equals product in
the other domain:

F{f ∗ g} = F{f} · F{g} (8)

It holds for various Fourier-related transforms and for the particular case of dis-
crete functions or signals with the DTFT indicates that a convolution of two infinite
sequences can be obtained as the Inverse DTFT of the product of the individual
transforms. When the sequences have finite length N and can be computed as a
DFT, the resulting convolution is extended by periodic summation, what is known
as circular convolution:

xN ∗ y = DFT−1N [DFTN(x) ·DFTN(y)] (9)

This property relating convolution and product by using the DFT allows creating
filters designing them in the discrete frequency domain and taking them back to
the discrete time domain by IDFT to obtain the impulse response or implement
filtering with large impulse responses by transforming, taking the product, and
inverse transforming back to the time domain, which can be more efficient than
direct convolution thanks to FFT algorithms.
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2.1.5 Design aspects for audio filtering in frequency

Audio filtering means modifying the amplitude and/or phase of each spectral com-
ponent of the original signal and looking at them in the frequency domain is the
most typical way to describe them, though they also can be considered in the time
domain as seen in previous sections.

There are six basic types of filters according to a frequency domain classification:

1. Lowpass: Low frequencies until a cut-off frequency fc pass the filter unaltered
while frequencies above it are attenuated.

2. Highpass: High frequencies until a cut-off frequency fc pass the filter unaltered
while frequencies below are attenuated.

3. Bandpass: Only frequencies in between a lower and a higher cut-off frequencies
pass the filter unaltered while others are attenuated.

4. Band reject: Contrarily to a bandpass, the frequencies in the band defined by
the cut-off frequencies are the ones that are attenuated.

5. Allpass: No spectral component is attenuated but the phase of the input signal
is changed.

6. Peaking/Notching: Introduces a peak/dip in the frequency response centred
in a frequency and with a particular bandwidth.

There are different methods for the design of those types of filters and each of
them has different characteristics and is used in different effects as a whole or as a
part of it. However, they all share some design parameters in common, such of order,
cut-off frequencies or centre frequency, band pass gain, rejected band attenuation,
band ripple amplitude or decay in the transition band.

In order to relate frequency in the most physical term of the word with frequency
in the Z-domain as used in the transfer functions one has to express the Z-transform
as a function of a single, real variable, ω, by defining z = ejω, only for values of z
in the region |z| = 1, known as the unit circle, and it reduces to a DTFT which
already allows a direct understanding with physical normalised frequency in radians
per sample:

∞∑
n=−∞

x[n] z−n =
∞∑

n=−∞

x[n] e−jωn (10)

Besides the frequency magnitude response, it is also important to say that the
phase response and its derived group delay play an important role in audio as for
example modifying it is the only purpose in all-pass filters and can make a great
difference when combining it with other operations or filters.
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2.1.6 The comb filter

The comb filter is a recurrent concept in this thesis. It is the basis of different sound
effects and one of the simplest filters leading to a complex response. It is based on
adding a delayed and scaled version of the signal itself to the original signal and
produces coloration of the spectrum with a particular comb shape, hence its name.
It is not always a desired effect but it appears sometimes when adding a modified
version of a signal to the original and there is an unwanted delay. That happens for
example in the digital HTS discussed in this thesis when adding the pseudoacoustic
environment to the leaked sound through the headphones, a delayed copy of the
surrounding sounds that has gone through the ARA headset.

Figure 2: FIR comb filter. The input signal is delayed before being added to the
original. Adopted from [6].

It can lead to different perceptual effects according to the amount of delay in-
troduced in the delay line and the gain applied to it, producing deeper notches
when the delayed and the original version of the signal have similar amplitudes, and
placing the first notch in lower frequencies for higher delays. Thus, when both the
original and delayed versions have been filtered, the comb filter affects the most the
frequencies where the amplitudes of both signals are the most similar. This effect is
further discussed in 3.3.

A generalisation of the previous comb filter exists and is called universal comb
filter. It is nothing but the combination of the previous FIR comb filter with its
analog IIR comb filter, which adds to the signal a delayed version of the output
signal. Thus the universal comb filter in Figure 3 adds both the delayed version of
itself and of the output.

Setting the feed back (FB) or feed forward (FF) parameters to zero deals to
the already mentioned FIR and IIR comb filters respectively. When the blend gain
(BL) is minus FB and FF is 1 the resulting comb filter has an AP structure, which
leads to a dense impulse response and a flat frequency response and is the simplest
approach to a room reverberation, see 4.1.5.
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Figure 3: Universal comb filter. Adopted from [6].

2.2 Literature review

In this section, relevant previous work on the topic is reviewed in order to introduce
the concepts and define the starting point of this thesis. First, the concepts of
ARA and more precisely hear-through ARA headsets are defined, along with the
ARA mixer, and a short review of previous approaches with analog and digital
technologies, including the suitability of using a DSP for the equalisation and mixing.
Second, the techniques for headphone measurements are introduced as well as related
concepts like the open ear canal, the pressure chamber principle that appears when
blocking the ear canal, the change in resonances and the problems introduced due
to different positioning of the headphones. Finally, the AP filter design technique
used for achieving acoustical transparency of the ARA headset is presented.

2.2.1 ARA concepts

For the purpose of ARA, special hardware is required. It consists of an ARA head-
set and an ARA mixer [7]. The first has the goal of being acoustically transparent
so it does not interfere with the surrounding sound environment, so implementing
a HTS. Here it is achieved via external microphones that capture the surrounding
environment and reproduce it back through the headphones. However, due to the
acoustics of the headphone itself, the recorded and reproduced environmental sound
or pseudoacoustic environment is not equal to the one that would hit the ear drum
without headphones, and neither is the sound that leaks through the headphone.
Thus, equalisation is needed to correct it. The ARA mixer has the aim of embed-
ding the new, virtual sound objects created by the ARA application to the perceived
sound environment, i.e. mixing them with the pseudoacoustic environment before
they are reproduced through the headphones. They can be acoustically processed
before in order to place them around the user.

ARA headset

The acoustics of the body, head and ear modify the sound waves coming from the
environment before hitting the ear drum. Those modifications are used by the ear
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for extracting the spatial information of the sound and should be preserved, so the
microphones should be as close to the ear canal entrance as possible [8]. Using the
headphones also modifies the behaviour of the ear canal, as it is now occluded. It
presents then different resonances than when it is open and have to be taken into
account.

There are different types of headphone and all of them have different properties,
both in frequency response and isolation characteristics, making some of them more
suitable for some uses than for others. Figure 4 shows the different headphone types,
as defined by [9].

Figure 4: Different headphone types. From left to right: Circum-aural, supra-aural,
intra-concha, in-ear/insert. Adopted from the presentation of[28].

A high acoustical impedance headphone produces a seal – as in the case of in-ear
or closed-back headphones – that modifies the ear canal response, originating the
concept of open and closed ear canal. A low acoustical impedance headphone is in-
stead seen equivalent to not having it, so there is no seal, and the ear canal response
is the same as with no headphones. Those are then said to have free-air equiva-
lent coupling (FEC). When closing the ear canal, the pressure chamber principle
enhances the low and middle frequencies and the fact that it is now closed changes
the resonances, removing the quarter wavelength resonance and introducing a half
wavelength resonance. [10, 11, 7, 8]

The sound leaking through the headphone is also modified. First, the acoustics of
the headphones and its mechanical properties attenuate differently all the frequen-
cies that go through them. Second, the leaked sound goes through the mentioned
occluded ear canal instead of the open one, so the resonances are again different.

If perfect acoustical transparency is desired, the sum of the leaked sound and the
pseudoacoustic environment at the ear drum should be exactly the same than the
sound arriving at the ear drum without headphones, but including the acoustics of
the body, head, ear and ear canal, so the Head-related Transfer Function (HRTF)
for the open ear canal. The sum of both representations at the ear drum is quite
far from it so equalisation is needed in the pseudoacoustic environment to avoid
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coloration of the perceived spectrum.

ARA Mixer

The mixer is the responsible for adding the virtual object sounds to the sonic envi-
ronment of the user. It has to add them to the pseudoacoustic environment, which
has to be equalised for achieving acoustical transparency. In order to avoid the
comb filter effect to appear when summing the leaked sound to the pseudoacoustic
environment in the ear drum analog equalisation was preferred in previous works
for its low latency. [7]

If both the headphone driver transfer function, so how the headphone represents
the electrical signal that is feed to it, and the isolation transfer function, how they
attenuate the sounds in the user surroundings, are known, the pseudoacoustic en-
vironment can be equalised to compensate them. These transfer functions are also
referred as headphone response and isolation response respectively.

Equalisation of the headsets for audio playback intended for loudspeakers or for
the pseudoacoustic environment is different. In order to reproduce a natural sound
perception the headphones try to replicate the open ear sound waves that arrive to
the ear drum when reproduced with loudspeakers, so try to compensate the closed
ear canal resonances to achieve a response including the open ear canal resonances
and the body and head reflections. There is an open discussion about the listening
condition they try to replicate and so the equalisation target, which are mainly free
field or diffuse field equalisation [12, 13]. However, for the pseudoacoustics, the case
is different. The body and head acoustics are also present in the recorded signal,
so the headphones should not try to compensate them. Instead, the equalisation
should try to compensate the change in the resonances as the ear canal is now oc-
cluded taking into account the leaked sound patterns of the headset. Figure 5 shows
the different cases said with the particularities that have to be taken into account.
On the left sound transmission from a source to the ear canal with loudspeakers or
headphones, on the right the case for an ARA headset.

The proposed equaliser tries to compensate the pressure chamber effect and the
change in the resonances of the ear with a highpass, a peak, and a notch filters
with adjustable parameters [7]. A digital implementation of the same equalisation
filter can be found in [8]. The issues introduced by using a system with a greater
latency are discussed and studied in it, mainly the comb filter effect, but also its
advantages: precision of the equalisation and programmability for individualised
equalisation curves between headphones. A listening test is also conducted, showing
that the comb filter effect is perceived as coloration in the spectrum more when the
delays are larger and the attenuation between the direct and the introduced copy is
smaller, so they have more similar levels. The latency of the DSP implementing the
equalisation is under 1.4 ms.
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Figure 5: Left: Sound transmission from a source to the ear drum for an open ear
case and when listening with headphones that block the ear canal. Right: Sound
transmission from a source to the ear canal with an ARA headset. Adapted from
[1].

2.2.2 Headphone measurements

When it comes to measuring headphones different aspects need to be taken into
account. For the purpose of this thesis both headphone and isolation response are
needed. For their measurement, different techniques can be used: swept-sine tech-
niques for the headphone response are used in this thesis, and this and diffuse noise
field techniques [11] for the isolation response.

In the swept-sine technique for the measurement of the headphone response a
sine sweep is reproduced with the headphones and measured at the drum reference
point (DRP) of the subject, that can be an ear simulator, a dummy-head or a real
subject. It is important that artificial ear simulators have both a shape and mechan-
ical properties similar to a real ear [14]. This DRP is the only legitimate place to
measure the sound from the headphones as due to reflections and modal oscillations
within the small volume enclosed by the headphone and ear, the recorded sound can
be different in any other points [10]. The recorded sound is then deconvolved with
the original sine sweep signal. [15]

The measurements taken are dependant on the acoustical impedance of the head-
phones due to the the pressure chamber principle and the volume enclosed by them,
so the measured responses include then both the headphone transfer function and
the response of the ear canal and, depending on the headphone type, of the pinna;
which are dependant on the subject as not everyone has the same ear and ear canal
shape and sizes. The response of the ear canal is different depending on the type of
headphone, which can occlude it or not. A dummy-head offers an average response
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that gives a good approximation for almost all users, although differences can be
large [10, 16].

The techniques for the measurement of isolation responses are based in repro-
ducing the excitation through external loudspeakers and comparing the case with
headphones and the case without, so the open ear canal case, which is actually the
HRTF for the open ear canal case and includes both the body and head acoustics
and the open ear canal resonances. The isolation response is the deconvolution of
the first case with the open ear case.

If the headphones have not FEC, the characteristics of the closed ear canal case
remain, as they were not present in the open ear canal case and thus have not been
subtracted. However, the open ear canal response has been removed although was
actually not present as the ear canal was occluded. Those measurements represent
then the difference between having or not headphones on, but are not correct in
the sense of how the headphone modifies the sound waves leaking through it. For
achieving so only the part of the acoustics of the body and head should be removed
and not the open ear canal response which was not there. This can be measured as
a blocked meatus HRTF [17] in the entrance of the occluded ear canal and decon-
volving the measurement with it.

The differences in the volumes enclosed make the positioning of the headphones
critical, as small changes in it lead to variability in the measured headphones re-
sponse. Differences can be as large as ±10 dB above 10 kHz [18]. Thus an average
of multiple measurements while successive repositioning should be done to reduce
it. This is even more important when the response of the headphones is tried to be
equalised, as this variability means that narrow high-frequency notches are shifted,
and if they try to be compensated and the final positioning of the user is different,
ringing artefacts appear due to the mistuned peaks of the inverse filter, which are
more audible than the equivalent notch. Regularisation techniques might also be
needed to avoid these artefacts. [10, 19]

2.2.3 Allpass filter design technique

An AP filter design technique was proposed in [3] with the idea to use it as an equal-
isation method for achieving an acoustically transparent digital headset. It is based
on the AP filter design technique by [20]. The method takes a windowed isolation
impulse response of a pair of headphones and the latency of the digital system as
an input and completes the impulse response with an engineered tail that combined
with the first part achieves a flat magnitude response.

The method is based on the fact that only one AP filter of order N or smaller
exists for a sequence of N + 1 real numbers that has this sequence as its impulse
response h[n]. A Hankel matrix is built with the input impulse response,
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Hi,j =


0 0 . . . 0 h[0]
0 0 . . . h[0] h[1]
...

... . . . ...
...

0 h[0] . . . h[N − 2] h[N − 1]
h[0] h[1] . . . h[N − 1] h[N ]

 (11)

in which by definition Hi,j = Hi−1,j+1. Its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are cal-
culated and the largest absolute eigenvalue µ and its correspondent eigenvector
a = (a0, . . . , aN) form the transfer function of the AP IIR filter as

A(z) = µ
a0 + a1z

−1 + ...+ aNz
−N

aN + aN−1z−1...+ a0z−N
(12)

that is an AP filter with magnitude response |µ|, so the final AP filter will be flat
but will attenuate or amplify the signal if it is not 1.

This technique allows designing the whole response of the headset to be an AP
response. The isolation impulse response cannot be changed, and only after the de-
lay of the DSP it can be altered with the designed AP tail. The complete response
is the combination of both. As it is inherently based on the time difference between
both parts, the comb filter effect does not appear.

However, its real implementation needs windowing the AP tail response, equal-
isation of headphones and other elements in the digital path where the AP tail
response is added.
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3 Materials and methods: ARA headset implemen-
tation

In this section, the implementation of a digital ARA headset is explained, as well as
its issues and some simulations to understand the troubles that using a DSP with
latency means. The acoustical measurements of the headphone properties for its
design are also detailed.

3.1 ARA headset components

As seen in 2.2.1, an ARA headset consists of different elements: headphones, mi-
crophones and mixer. The ARA headset studied in this thesis uses a DSP for the
routing, mixing and equalisation of the different signals instead of a dedicated ana-
log mixer and equaliser.

The DSP used is a DSP evaluation board ADAU1761 [21] by Analog Devices
whose suitability is studied in [8]. It is a low power, stereo audio codec with in-
tegrated digital audio processing. It includes then ADC and DAC integrated in
the same board that support different sampling rates, but a standard sampling rate
of 44.1 kHz is used throughout the thesis work. It is programmed via a graphical
development environment, see 4.2. It also allows implementing FIR filters of high
order, importing tables of coefficients in text format, and many other digital signal
processing capabilities. Its latency is smaller than 1 ms when implementing a direct
loop-back so it allows real-time equalisation for the headphones and real-time pro-
cessing of the added sounds in order to apply the effects for tagging them as virtual.

It has different modes for their inputs and outputs. The stereo, dc-coupled, cap-
less output is used as it introduces less attenuation to the output signal when using
it with headphones.

The microphones need to be placed on top of the headphone, as close to the
ear canal entrance as possible in order to preserve the spatial information of the
surrounding sounds [22], thus electret miniature microphones are used as they can
be attached easily and have low consumption. The Knowles FG-23329 [23] are used
as they have a flat response through all the frequency range.

However, the amplifying capability of the DSP is very poor and the electret mi-
crophones give a signal of very small amplitude so a microphone pre-amplifier is
needed, which also feeds the microphones with the needed voltage to work. It needs
to have as low latency as possible so an analog device is preferred.

An analog pre-amplifier was not found so the MOTU sound-card [24] is used as
it has built-in amplification for input channels 1 and 2 and can be routed directly
to the outputs, although introducing more delay as it has the ADC and DAC in
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between.

The most suitable type of headphones according to the proposed method for
equalisation has not been determined yet as their different isolation curves and
responses introduce issues or advantages that have not been dealt. See 3.3 for
discussion on this topic. The ARA headset studied uses a pair of Nokia WH500
supra-aural headphones [25].

So finally the whole ARA headset studied consists of a pair of supra-aural head-
phones, a pair of electret microphones, a microphone pre-amplifier and the presented
DSP evaluation board. Figure 6 shows pictures of the different components and Fig-
ure 7 shows the block diagram of this ARA headset.

Figure 6: Analog Devices DSP evaluation board ADAU1761, Knowles FG-23329
electret microphones and Nokia WH500 supra-aural headphones used in the case
study.

3.2 Measurements

In order to design a HTS based on a pair of headphones their characteristics need
to be known, as well as the characteristics of all other elements that can modify
the signal at some point. Thus, measurements of all components need to be con-
ducted in order to implement the AP filter design technique and achieve acoustic
transparency of the headset. Different measurements are required for this purpose:
headphone response, isolation characteristics, delays and frequency response of the
other elements (microphones, pre-amplifier and DSP). The resulting measurements
are impulse responses, which characterise completely the measured system if it is
assumed that it is an LTI system, which holds when considering adequate listen-
ing levels for the headphones and normal environment sound levels. Some elements
might not hold this LTI assumption completely, but using swept-sine techniques the
different harmonic distortion orders appear like different and distinguishable impulse
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Figure 7: Block diagram of the studied ARA headset. The DSP implements the
mixing, equalisation and processing of the signal. Pre-amplifiers amplify the small
signal coming from the electret microphones. Modified from [26].

responses and can be analysed separately. [15]

The four different types of headphones are included in these measurements:
circum-aural headphones, supra-aural headphones, intra-concha headphones and in-
ear headphones; although the case study considers only the Nokia WH500 head-
phones presented. Both right and left channels are always measured.

3.2.1 Instrumentation and other considerations

Special instrumentation for the measurement of headphones is required as the re-
sponse and isolation characteristics of headphones vary according to the acoustics
of the human ear and body. Thus, a head simulator or dummy-head is used, pre-
cisely a HEAD acoustics HMS II.3 Artificial Head Measurement System (HMS) with
anatomically shaped pinna type 3.3 HEL/HER IV.2 and 1306 BEQI digital equaliser
and microphone amplifier [27]. The HMS from HEAD acoustics is intended for mea-
surement of handsets, headsets, and other kinds of close to the ear transducers. Its
diffraction and reflection characteristics are comparable to those of the head and ear
canal of an average listening person so even if the measurements are not accurate
for all listeners, they should give a good approximation. The BEQI digital equaliser
is set to no equalisation.

The position of the headphones on the HMS while doing the measurements has
an important impact in the final results as the size and shape of the enclosed volume
changes with it [10, 18, 16]. Therefore every time a headphone is measured it needs
to be carefully placed on the HMS as close as possible to the normal positioning for
every type of headphone: circum-aural headphones are centred on the ear, supra-
aural headphones are placed so they are centred and enclose the whole ear, and
in-ear headphones are fitted in the ear canal with the same pressure in both ears.
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However, the smallest change in position can lead to large variability as seen in 2.2.2,
so this measurement will be close to others but only exact for this exact positioning,
dummy-head, etc. Spatial averaging with different positions for the headphones can
be done. For in-ear headphones, as the ear canal opening of the HMS is quite small,
the smallest earplug available needs to be used in order to avoid wrinkles in it so a
good sealing is achieved. Actually, the earplugs fit so tightly in the type 3.3 artificial
ear canal that the seal can be greater than the one that occurs on humans, which
may result in an exaggerated attenuation of low frequencies in the measurement of
isolation [28, 29] and also exaggerated magnitude response for low frequencies due
to the pressure chamber principle.

An external sound-card with multiple input and output channels is also needed
for the simultaneous excitation and recording of loudspeakers, microphones and
HMS, which require also different types of connectors. A MOTU UltraLite-mk3
Hybrid is used in this case [24]. The loudspeaker used for the isolation responses is
a Genelec 8130A Digital Monitoring System which offers an excellent response from
50 Hz to 20 kHz, covering almost the whole audible frequency range. In order to re-
move the response of the loudspeaker itself a reference-class microphone with known
flat response can be used. A 46AF 1/2" LEMO Free-field Standard measurement
microphone set by G.R.A.S. Sound and Vibration is used for this purpose.

In order to use Matlab with this sound-card there is need to use Playrec, a Matlab
utility that allows non-blocking sound-card access and continuous and simultaneous
play and record without glitches [30], so both reproduced and recorded signals can
be referenced to a same time axis and thus derive from the measurements the correct
delays and impulse responses.

3.2.2 Headphone response

The frequency response is measured using a swept-sine technique [15] in which the
sine reproduced through the headphones is increased in frequency covering all the
audible frequency range and recorded at the DRP of the HMS. The recorded signal
is deconvolved with the original sine sweep using FFT-based deconvolution to obtain
the impulse response of the headphone for this particular HMS, thus the response
of the ear canal, open or closed depending on the headphone type, is included as
part of the headphone response, see 2.2.2. Different measurements repositioning the
headphones between them can be done to reduce variability.

It is then deconvolved with the response of the MOTU alone so the levels set
in it for this particular measurement do not affect. In order to have clean impulse
responses it is important to do this in a quiet environment, and though there is no
need of doing it in an anechoic chamber early reflections from the sound leaked to the
environment by the headphone should be avoided, i.e. the HMS should not be too
close to any wall. Figure 8 shows the setup for the headphone response measurement.
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Figure 8: Setup for the measurement of the headphone response.

3.2.3 Isolation characteristics

The measurements of the isolation are conducted using two different methods: sim-
ulating a diffuse noise field around the HMS and using a swept-sine technique. Both
use deconvolution with the case with no headphones in order to obtain the isolation
impulse response.

The first method is done in a listening room with a set of 7 Genelec 8050B loud-
speakers placed around the HMS and reproducing pink noise even from under 30
Hz. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the setup. The noise signal reproduced through
each loudspeaker is uncorrelated with that of the other loudspeakers, as all of them
are generated separately. The A-weighted1 sound pressure level (SPL) produced by
the loudspeakers is set to 80 dB. First, the open ear canal case is measured at the
DRP of the HMS without any headphones. After that, the headphones are placed
on the HMS taking into account previous considerations and the noise is recorded
again at the DRP. Finally, the isolation impulse response is obtained as the decon-
volution between the recorded signal of the open ear canal case and the one with
the headphones. Figure 10 shows a picture of the dummy-head while measuring the
Nokia WH500 headphones.

The second method is done in an anechoic chamber and with the same sine sweep
technique as in 3.2.2 in order to have less noisy and shorter impulse responses. As
in this case there is no diffuse noise field and there are no reflections due to the
anechoic chamber, the measured isolation characteristics depend on the direction
with which the sound arrives to the headphones. A single Genelec loudspeaker is
placed on a reference point. A turntable is used to change the direction with which
the loudspeaker points towards the headphones and so measure the isolation curve
for different angles θ, only on the horizontal plane, though in the vertical would also

1Curve defined in the IEC 61672:2003 standard applied to instrument-measured sound levels
in effort to account for the relative loudness perceived by the human ear, as characterised by the
equal-loudness contours.
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Figure 9: Isolation measurement setup with 7 loudspeakers for a diffuse noise field.

Figure 10: Picture of the HMS with the Nokia WH500 headset in front of a Genelec
monitor while doing isolation measurements in the listening room.

be different. An schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 11. It can be controlled
directly from Matlab via Ethernet connection so a script controls it and does mea-
surements every 10 degrees.

The isolation impulse response is obtained as in previous case by deconvolution
of the measurement at the DRP with the open ear canal case, each direction with
its corresponding one. The A-weighted SPL cannot be measured properly as it is a
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short sine sweep, but is around 80 dB for 500 Hz. This same setup is used for the
measurement of the complete HTS system final response. Figure 12 shows a picture
while doing those measurements in the anechoic chamber.

θ

PC	   MOTU	   BEQI	  

Figure 11: Isolation measurement setup with a loudspeaker, rotation plate with the
HMS placed on top inside an anechoic chamber. The turntable turns 10 degrees on
the horizontal plane respect the previous position between each measurement.

Figure 12: Picture of the HMS with a pair of Koss PortaPro headphones on the
turntable inside the anechoic chamber.

3.2.4 Electrical path

With the same swept-sine technique than in 3.2.2, the response of the different
elements in the pseudoacoustic environment can be measured. As the individual
response of each of the elements is not needed, the global impulse response of micro-
phone, pre-amplifier and DSP is measured. However, in order to remove the response
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of the loudspeaker, the G.R.A.S. reference microphone is used to record the sound
produced by the loudspeakers at the same point than the electret microphone of
the ARA headset. It is used to deconvolve the impulse response of microphone,
pre-amplifier and DSP.

Both microphones are placed in an anechoic chamber in front of a Genelec loud-
speaker. The pre-amplifier and the DSP are outside, the output of the DSP is
connected to one of the MOTU input channel pairs, as well as the G.R.A.S. refer-
ence microphone. The DSP is implementing a direct connection of its input and
output pins, with no processing at all, and needs to be connected to the computer
for its feeding and for programming it. Figure 13 shows the setup for the measure-
ment described.

θ

PC	   MOTU	  

Amplifier	  DSP	  

G.R.A.S.	  
Amp	  

Figure 13: Setup for the measurement of the pseudoacoustic environment path,
i.e. electret microphone, pre-amplifier and DSP. G.R.A.S. reference microphone
measurement is included for removing the loudspeaker response.

3.3 The comb filter effect in HTSs

As explained in 2.1.6, the comb filter effect occurs when a delayed version of a sig-
nal is added to the original (or similar) one. In the case of a HTS appears when
adding the pseudoacoustic environment to the surrounding sounds that have leaked
through the headphone. Both versions of the original sound have been modified:
the first with the response of the pseudoacoustic environment path, headphone and
equalisation implemented in the DSP and the second with the isolation curve of the
headphone. Both are also modified by the response of the ear canal, occluded or
not, and the head and body of the user. In addition, both versions are delayed with
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respect to the original. However, the one that has gone through the digital path is
considerably more delayed than the other as it has gone through the ADC and DAC,
so when summing them at the ear drum the comb filter effect appears, producing
coloration to the perceived environment sound. Figure 14 shows the situation ex-
plained.

Isola&on	  
response	  Surrounding	  

sound	  

Micro-‐	  
phone	  

response	  

Pre-‐amp	  
response	  

DSP	  &	  EQ	  
(z-‐N)	  

Head-‐
phone	  

response	  

Reconstructed	  
surrounding	  

sound	  

Pseudoacous)c	  
environment	  

Leaked	  ambient	  
sound	  

Figure 14: Block diagram of a HTS. Sum of leaked ambient sound and pseudoa-
coustic environment form the reconstructed surrounding sound. If not taken into
account comb filter effect appears due to the delay between the two representations
of the original surrounding sounds.

The comb filter effect produced depends on the delay difference and the level of
both representations of the original signal at each frequency. As explained in [8], a
longer delay causes the first notch to appear at a lower frequency, while the notches
are deeper when the levels of the summed signals are more similar. A simulation
of this effect for different delays and different levels of the signals is done in Mat-
lab approximating the isolation curve of the headphone with a notch filter and the
overall response of the digital path as a bandpass filter so the sum of both frequency
responses is flat. A constant delay is introduced in the digital path simulating the
latency of the DSP. The bandpass filter is actually done in two stages in cascade
with a highpass and a lowpass filter.

This simplification forces two points of the frequency range to have the same
levels in both frequency responses, in the cut-off frequencies of the notch filter for
the isolation curve and in the cut-off frequencies of the bandpass filter for the digital
path response. Those are the critical points where the notches introduced by the
comb filter effect are more pronounced, what can happen more often in case that
the headphone isolation curve is around -6 dB in more frequencies. The changes
introduced by modifying the amount of delay in the digital path and the bandwidth
of the filters is studied to understand the functioning of the comb filter effect in the
application under study.
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The notch of the filter is selected to be similar to the real measured isolation
curve of the Nokia WH500 headphone. Figure 15 shows in the left the measured
isolation curve of the headphone and the approximation using a notch filter with
centre frequency at 4.1 kHz and bandwidth of 1 kHz. In the right the digital path
frequency response designed for a flat frequency response when summed is shown
together with the approximated isolation curve and their sum. It is formed by a
first order Butterworth highpass filter with 1 kHz cut-off frequency in cascade with
a first order Butterworth lowpass filter with 13 kHz cut-off frequency. The measured
impulse responses are windowed to 100 samples and zero padded; the isolation curve
with third-octave of smoothing is shown as well.
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Figure 15: Left: Real measured isolation curve, dashed line - same with 1/3-octave
smoothing, thick dotted line - approximation with notch filter. Right: Dotted line
- Approximation for the isolation curve, dashed line - approximation for the digital
path response after equalisation, thick line - sum of the two responses.

In order to simulate the delay of each path a rough estimation of the delays is
done from the measurements. The delay introduced is the difference between the
start of the impulse responses of the open ear case and the case with headphones
and the elements of the digital path. Figure 16 shows those differences for the
physical path of sound leaking through the headphones and the digital path of the
sound recorded in the microphone, through the DSP and out again through the
headphones. It is difficult to say where the impulse response starts but as a first
approximation the delay of the physical path can be said to be about 10 samples
or 0.22 ms and the one of the digital path about 50 samples or 1.1 ms. That is
consistent with previous estimation of the delay in the DSP and the mechanical
delay produced by the headphones in [8]. In addition there is a distance between
the position of the microphone and the ear drum, which is also present between the
driver of the headphone and the ear drum. The difference between those can be
said to be about 1cm, so the difference in the time it takes the sound to go to the
ear drum is as small as 1cm

343m/s
= 29µs, so it is not considered. The group delay of

both paths has not been able to be derived from the measurements due to the noise
present but is known to be not constant, so this is just an approximation.

Therefore, for the purpose of this simulation a constant delay of 44 samples or
1 ms is added to the digital path approximation. The group delay of the filters
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Figure 16: Left: Estimation of the mechanical delay introduced by the headphone
- approx. 10 samples. Right: Estimation of the delay introduced by microphone,
pre-amp, DSP and headphones in the digital path - approx. 50 samples.

approximating both paths is under 0.2 ms and is almost the same in the critical fre-
quencies where both have similar levels. Also smaller and larger delays of 0.5 and 2
ms are considered to see how the comb filter changes. The simulation is finally done
by filtering the same pink noise through the two filters approximating both paths
and summing the result. This is done for the three different delays and for three
different variations of the filter approximating the isolation curve of the headphones.
Intra-concha headphones isolation curve can be approximated with a smaller and
wider notch, as their isolation capability is very poor. In-ear headphones can be
approximated with lowpass shelving filters, with a good isolation already at low fre-
quencies. Figure 17 shows approximations for those and the approximated response
of the digital paths after equalisation.
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Figure 17: Left: Approximation of the isolation of intra-concha headphone and the
response of the equalised digital path for a flat frequency response. Right: Approxi-
mation of the isolation of in-ear headphones and the response of the equalised digital
path for a flat frequency response.

Figure 18 shows the results of the simulation for different delays – 1, 0.5 and
2 ms – with the proposed notch approximation for the isolation curve. Note how
for longer latencies the first notch appears at lower frequencies. Figure 19 shows
the results of the simulation for the three different approximations proposed for
the isolation curve when the delay introduced is 1 ms. Note that the comb filter
effect appears in more frequencies for the second case simulating an intra-concha
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headphone due to the fact that the levels of both paths are more similar. Also, for
the last case simulating the in-ear headphones, there is no visible comb filter effect,
as the frequency where the levels are similar in the two paths is way below the one
where the first notch appears given this delay.
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Figure 18: Simulation of the sum of the two paths for different delays.

3.4 Implementation of an allpass HTS

When equalising the pseudoacoustic environment for achieving the acoustically trans-
parent HTS, the comb filter effect introduced by the latency of the DSP has to be
taken into account, otherwise acoustical transparence will not be achieved due to
the coloration it produces.

Thus standard equalisation is not enough. A special technique for designing an
AP filter from a given impulse response beginning allows having the desired flat
frequency response [3] and, as it is inherently based on having an impulse response
split in two time-separated steps, deals with the coloration introduced by the comb
filter effect. The second part of the response that is derived from the first one is
called AP tail. Further details about this technique can be found in 2.2.3.

In this subsection its real-time implementation requirements are studied, it is
shown how to meet them as well as a detailed description of the limitations that
they introduce. Finally, the AP HTS is implemented on the proposed ARA headset.
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Figure 19: Simulation of the sum of the two paths for different isolation character-
istics, approximating the ones of three different kinds of headphones.

Measurements taken have to be carefully used as they can have large variability
between users and even only due to positioning. The measurements used for the
design of the equalisation filter and AP tail are reviewed.

The fact that the isolation impulse response used to generate the AP filter can
actually be longer than the delay could be dealt by modifying the impulse response
of the equalisation filter. However, as it is already very small after the delay time,
the exact delay is difficult to estimate and different attempts to deal with it did not
give better results, it is not considered.

3.4.1 Allpass tail as an FIR filter

Implementing the AP filter derived from the adopted design technique in the DSP
means having to approximate it. The design technique gives very long AP tails –
in the case under study gives 75000 samples –, depending on the delay used for the
design, but that in practice cannot be implemented as an FIR filter. Their trunca-
tion is mandatory for achieving reasonable lengths of the FIR filter, but it introduces
ripples in the frequency response, as it is now convolved with the frequency response
of the window.

Those ripples mean that the equalisation will not be perfect and that notches will
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not be completely removed. There is then an obvious trade-off between the quality of
the final HTS and the length of the FIR filter used, thus the complexity of the system,
giving better results for longer filters. Figure 20 shows the difference between an
original target tail and windowed versions of it, designed from an isolation response
approximated like in previous section with a notch filter and a design delay of 44
samples or 1 ms.
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Figure 20: Effect of windowing the AP tail designed with the AP filter design
technique in order to be suitable in an implementation as an FIR filter.

3.4.2 Equalisation of the other elements in the electrical path

As the other elements that are present in the electrical path that the pseudoacoustic
environment follows have their own response, the target AP tail has to be modified
to include the equalisation of those elements.

They are the microphone (with a transfer function Hmic), pre-amplifier (Hamp),
ADC and DAC (Hadc/dac) and headphone driver (Hhp). The delay introduced by the
DSP can be modelled with an N tap delay z−N . The isolation characteristics affect
the other path as Hiso. The ear canal (Hec) and body and head (Hbody) are always
present, both in the way of the leaked sound and in the one of the pseudoacoustic
environment. The ear canal response changes when it is is occluded [8]. The equaliser
has its transfer function Heq. The final sum at the ear drum is

Y = (HmicHampHadc/dacHeqHhpz
−N +Hiso)HbodyHecX (13)

and ideally the part between parenthesis sums one for a perfect HTS. As the AP
tail is designed so

HAPtailz
−N +Hiso = 1 (14)

the equaliser transfer function has to be

Heq =
HAPtail

HmicHampHadc/dacHhp

(15)
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This can be achieved adding a new FIR filter with the inverse response of those
elements, or modifying the one implementing the AP tail. Modifying the AP tail
gives the same result without adding more complexity to the system. The inverse
responses of the elements can be obtained via linear prediction filter coefficients,
that gives the minimum-phase all-pole filter that can be inverted keeping its stabil-
ity. Filtering the FIR filter implementing the AP tail with them modifies it so it
includes their equalisation. Figure 21 shows the modified AP tail for the equalisa-
tion of the elements in the path of the pseudoacoustic environment, approximated
with a wide butterworth 1st order bandpass filter with cut-off frequencies 150 Hz
and 10 kHz.
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Figure 21: Modified AP tail in order to include equalisation of the other elements
present in the path that the pseudoacoustic environment follows, approximated here
as a wide bandpass filter.

If it is desired to compensate for the fact that the isolation impulse response is
still present after the delay, it should be done after the equalisation of the electrical
path elements but before the one of the headphone. The remaining part of the
isolation impulse response could be subtracted from the AP tail modified with the
inverse response of the firs elements, and then filtered with the inverse response of
the headphone driver. It, however, did not lead to better results, probably because
the delay used for the design of the AP filter cannot be estimated perfectly and the
isolation impulse response is already very small compared to the AP tail. It is then
not considered but depending on the isolation impulse response and the latency of
the system it should be as it can be more important.

The simulation is completed reaching finally the ear drum where the two paths
are summed. Figure 22 shows the result of the addition, as well as two cases where
the delay estimation used for the design was not perfect, which is most likely to
happen when doing it with real-life measurements. The AP design technique effec-
tively implements the HTS needed for the ARA headset, but when the delay is not
perfect small deviations appear, also some due to the windowing of the original AP
tail as already mentioned, as can be seen in the middle plot, without smoothing,
comb filter effect appears. Bottom plot shows the 1/3-octave smoothed frequency
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response of the simulated HTS. According to [19], single narrow notches like in the
not smoothed version cannot be perceived by the human ear, as the resolution of
the human ear is close to the smoothing used, so the smoothed version is a good
approximation of what human ear can distinguish.
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Figure 22: Top: different cases of the sum of the isolation impulse response and the
path that the pseudoacoustic environment follows, that have different delays, but all
have been designed with the same. Middle: Original isolation curve and ear drum
sum not smoothed. Bottom: 1/3-octave smoothed frequency responses of the three
cases of the HTS mentioned and the original isolation curve.

3.4.3 HTS for the case study

Implementing the AP filter design technique with real measurements of the isolation
curves of the headphones, their frequency response and the response of the other
elements means having to take into account limitations of the final FIR filter that
can be implemented in the DSP and about the measurements themselves used for
the design. Also the fact that the isolation curves are dependent on the direction of
arrival of the sound, so although they are very similar to the ones of other directions
the final HTS will only be designed based in a particular direction.
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Length of the AP tail

One limitation is its length, determined by the smallest of three RAM sizes: the
maximum program memory, the maximum parameter memory and the maximum
data memory; as an FIR filter block uses one unit of each of those for every tap.
With the ADAU1761 the bottleneck is the parameter memory, with a maximum of
1024 bytes. With a stereo setup, needed for both channels of the HTS application in
discussion, each tap needs the double of resources, so the maximum length available
is 512 taps, although actually it is a little bit below that as the initialisation code
and the input and output blocks also need some memory. In practice, the maximum
length is 480 taps.

Ear canal response change

If the headphone used in the HTS has no FEC, the closed ear canal response is not
equivalent to the open ear canal response so finally the response of the whole HTS
will not be acoustically transparent compared to the open ear case. However, as the
use of this kind of headset is intended for long periods and no direct comparisons
are supposed to be done, should not be a major problem and after some time the
user should not be bothered by it.

In order to use the measured responses a couple of aspects have to be taken into
account. The ear canal response is already included in the measured response of
the headphone but it actually should not be included in the equalisation. However,
there is no way of separating both responses and it has to be assumed as a limitation.
The measured isolation used as an input into the AP filter design technique actually
includes the ear canal response as well. It was obtained as the deconvolution of the
measured signal with and without headphones:

Hiso−measured =
HisoHec−closedHbodyHloud

Hec−openHbodyHloud

=
HisoHec−closed

Hec−open
(16)

Thus if the headphone has no FEC – Hec−closed 6= Hec−open – and the isolation
response is not isolated. This can be partly corrected if the measured is not decon-
volved with the open ear case. However, using the isolation response including the
ear canal and body transfer functions as input for the design technique means that
finally the response at the ear drum will be flat and thus not natural sounding at
all. No solution to this problem has been found as the closed ear canal response
cannot be obtained alone. Further equalisation with previous techniques changing
the resonances back to the open ear canal ones should be implemented.

Gain

Another limitation is the maximum gain the DSP can introduce to the signal coming
from the microphone. As it was found to be bad in such a task, a pre-amplifier was
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introduced in between to take the microphone output signal to higher levels before
working with it. However, that again introduces some other limitations.

On the one hand, the pre-amplifier should not introduce more delay in order not
to produce more comb filter effect, but an analog electret microphone pre-amplifier
that worked was not available. Thus the MOTU sound card was used as it offers
up to 32 dB of gain for its input channels 1 and 2, which can be routed directly to
the outputs, though it introduces again some delay, mainly because of the ADC and
DAC. Its delay is approximately 1.3 ms and can be seen in Figure 23, which shows
the difference of levels and delays between the signals coming from the microphone,
the DSP and the DSP plus the MOTU working as an amplifier. The final latency is
about 100 samples or 2.3 ms, which means that the comb filter effect starts to occur
at lower frequencies as seen in 3.3.
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Figure 23: Top: Impulse response of the microphone, adding the DSP, adding the
MOTU working as an amplifier and the reference impulse response of a G.R.A.S.
microphone. Bottom: Frequency response of the mentioned cases.

On the other hand, the amount of gain needed is not known beforehand because
depends on the DSP and the headphones levels. The DSP introduces again some
attenuation and the headphones level is not perfectly calibrated, so the final adjust-
ment of the HTS is done changing the gain until the proper one is found. It should
be around 20 dB.

Figure 24 shows the measured impulse and frequency responses of the three mea-
surements used for the design of the AP tail for the Nokia WH500 headphones with
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the components introduced in 3.1. The electric path response includes a 10 dB gain
introduced by the MOTU and the delay of 100 samples introduced by DSP and
MOTU. However, it should be greater given that it has to compensate for the low
level of the headphone driver response.
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Figure 24: Top: Impulse response of isolation, headphone driver and electrical path.
Bottom: Frequency response of the mentioned elements.

Regularisation

The fact that the headphone response has a deep notch around 10kHz makes the
frequency response of the modified AP tail try to compensate it. However, large
peaks in the frequency response should be avoided, since they are more audible
than their correspondent notches and produce ringing artefacts. In addition, the
notch in the measured headphone response is in that frequency for the particular
position of the headphones when the measurement was done. As seen in 2.2.2 the
variability experienced by the measurement due to positioning differences appears
with more intensity for high frequencies and the notches can be shifted in frequency
easily. Therefore, trying to compensate them has no sense as the final positioning
is unknown. Regularisation avoids that the inverse filter tries to compensate them.

The regularisation is achieved modifying the measured impulse response of the
headphone driver before inverting it via LPC coefficients so those frequencies where
there is a large notch do not try to be compensated. It is removed modifying it in
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the frequency domain with the regularisation technique proposed in [28]:

hreg = FFT−1{[|H1(e
j2πf )|+ r(ej2πf )]ejφ1} (17)

r(ej2πf ) =

{
0.04 if |H1(e

j2πf )| < 0.04
0 otherwise (18)

Where |H1(e
j2πf )| is the original magnitude response of the headphone, ejφ1 is

the phase response that remains the same and hreg is the modified impulse response.
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Figure 25: Designed AP tails and their frequency responses.

The final AP tail is designed with those responses, a pre-amplification gain of
20 dB, a length of the FIR filter of 480 coefficients and a delay in the path of the
pseudoacoustic environment of 100 samples. The isolation curve taken for the design
is the one at 40 degrees. The resulting AP tail, its windowed version and the one
modified for the equalisation of the other elements are shown in Figure 25. See how
regularisation avoids complete compensation of the notch in high frequencies.

It is implemented into the ADAU1761 DSP with an FIR filter and the schematic
shown in Figure 26, that allows changing between no equalisation, equalisation for
achieving HTS and no output, so one can compare between the two first cases and
the original isolation easily. It was not possible to include any effect for another in-
put for a complete ARA demo as the DSP has not any more resources and anyway
only the left channel is working as there is only one microphone.
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Figure 26: SigmaStudio schematic implementing the equalisation with the modified
AP tail as an FIR filter.
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4 Materials and methods: Effects for audio tagging
In an ideal ARA application in which the HTS works perfectly and/or the device is
used during extended periods, the user gets used to it and can easily forget that is
wearing the ARA headset. In such a situation and considering that added virtual
sounds can be placed around the user using spatial audio techniques, can be real
recorded sounds or even real sounds that are being transmitted to the headphone
in real-time, the idea of helping the users identify those sounds that are not really
in their environment appears. It is done applying some audio effects that help with
its characteristic non natural sound. Its purpose is mainly avoiding confusion or
distractions of the users as they can be unpleasant or even dangerous, e.g. a dis-
traction or confusion of a driver because he has heard a sound and can not see its
source could lead to an accident in the worst case, which is not admissible at all.
However, for other applications the fact that one cannot recognise if the sound is in
the real surroundings or not can be interesting, for example in possible AR gaming
applications that want realism in their added sound objects.

Nevertheless, the effects should keep the intelligibility and quality of the original
sounds. Thus a compromise between quality/intelligibility and distinctive non nat-
ural sound has to be found. Many effects allow adding this perception of synthetic,
virtual or non-real to sounds with more or less distortion and more or less complex-
ity. A selection of those is implemented here for this purpose. It is important to
state that as the idea behind ARA headsets is to be used during long periods of
time, a learning and adaption time can be considered when choosing some effects.
In addition, they require the possibility to implement them in real time to be useful
for this purpose.

They are implemented both in a Matlab/Playrec based audio processor and in
the DSP used in the case study. A selection of the implemented effects is included
in a listening test for its evaluation. As different effects can be more or less useful
depending on the nature of the sound itself, different kinds of audio samples are
used to assess the suitability of each of the effects for tagging them, while keeping
in mind that neither quality or intelligibility should be too damaged.

4.1 Audio processor in Matlab

The processing of audio signals is typically done by specialised microprocessors: the
so-called DSP, which normally includes as well some ADC and DAC and other func-
tionalities integrated in the same board. However, for practical reasons, it might be
interesting to implement this signal-processing unit in a computer, for example, to
avoid using a specialised DSP, to include some graphical representation and/or to
try new effects in a straightforward manner. An effects processing unit with a GUI
is implemented using Matlab in order to test the effects needed easily changing their
parameters, seeing how they modify the waveform or the spectrum of the sound and
allowing to compare them easily with only some clicks. They are also implemented
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in the DSP used in the case study although it has some limitations.

The latency and impulse response of the system is measured in order to check
its feasibility for real time applications. A sine sweep measurement is performed,
playing a sine sweep that is processed by the system and deconvolving the resulting
signal with the original sweep, same as explained in 3.2.4. The MOTU sound-card
used for the measurement introduces also a constant delay of approximately 770
samples that has to be removed.

4.1.1 Issues regarding the implementation with Matlab/Playrec

When it comes to using a computer as a digital signal-processing unit, some issues
appear. First of all, the delay introduced by computer sound-cards is normally larger
than the introduced by the dedicated DSPs only in the ADC and DAC. Second, the
sound card is normally controlled by the operative system of the computer itself,
which makes use of different strategies for achieving a continuous output of audio
signal even if it is not dedicating its processing capacity all the time for it.

The most common is the usage of buffers of audio data, which gather an audio
stream so the computer has more time to process the input or output data. Nev-
ertheless, that introduces again more latency: the larger the buffer, the larger the
latency. So in order to keep this latency small, one would like to use small buffer
sizes. [24]

In addition, when processing the actual data for applying the effects, one cannot
do that as fast as it is done in the DSPs as the computer is not optimised for that
purpose: has a different architecture and an operating system that coexists with
the program, as well as other possible programs running at the same time. But as
buffers are being used, this should not be a major problem, just something that has
to be taken into account, as it cannot take more time to process one buffer than the
time it takes to reproduce it.

The implementation of the audio signal processor explained here is done with the
help of Matlab and Playrec [30]. It is a block-by-block approach for the implemen-
tation of the effects as this is how Playrec divides the audio stream coming from the
input channels and trying a sample-by-sample implementation of the effects for each
block has been found to be too slow and translates into having continuous skipping
of samples. Thus, the signal is divided into blocks or pages of finite length as they
arrive to the sound-card and those are processed or filtered together. It is important
to say that even if blocks have been defined the signal still has to be reproduced
together afterwards without no mark of this block division.

However, if a filter is used in every block without taking that into account it
means that after one block has been filtered, the next block will start to be filtered
as if it is the first one, so not taking into account the previous samples that fell in
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the previous block, i.e. with zero initial conditions. Thus in order to avoid that
fact the filters need to have memory and keep their state after the last sample is
processed in the previous block and start filtering the next block as a continuation
of the previous one. That is easily done in Matlab by using Digital Filter objects
that have a flag called PersistentMemory that makes them keep their state for the
next time they are used when set to true.

Although the block division can be dealt with this when using digital filters, when
doing other kinds of processing the block effect cannot be avoided in this implemen-
tation, for example in FFT based effects, in which the block division is noticeable
when the blocks are concatenated and reproduced again. This can be solved with
overlap and add methods that are unfortunately not implemented here. Interesting
time-varying effects as the phaser or the wah-wah effect are not easily implemented
due to the block-by-block implementation of the audio processor. Implementing
those methods and finding other alternatives for time-varying effects remains as an
interesting future work.

4.1.2 Audio processing loop

The audio processing function is as simple as a loop that reads the input buffer of
the sound-card, takes one block or page, processes it with the current chosen effect
and parameters, and puts it back to the output buffer of the sound-card.

It first initialises the sound-card and the Playrec utility with the chosen param-
eters (sampling rate, buffer and page sizes, etc.) as well as other variables and fills
the output buffer with the chosen size in number of pages. Once it is full it starts
processing those pages and puts them to the output buffer. A simplified version of
the Matlab code implementing it is shown next:

%INITIALIZATION

while get(handles.runbutton,’Value’) % Until run button is released
in the GUI

pageNumList = [pageNumList,playrec(’playrec’, nextPageSamples, ...
playChanList, -1, recChanList)];

if(length(pageNumList) > pageBufCount)

playrec(’block’, pageNumList(1));

nextPageSamples = playrec(’getRec’, pageNumList(1));
playrec(’delPage’, pageNumList(1));

nextPageSamples = handles.effect.Run(nextPageSamples);
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%PLOTS

pageNumList = pageNumList(2:end);
end

end

% CLEANUP ON EXIT

4.1.3 Implementation with Matlab OOP capabilities

The effects are implemented in a way that they can be changed in runtime, with no
need to stop the loop, with the use of object-oriented programming (OOP) capa-
bilities of Matlab. Each different effect is an object, instance of a different class of
each type of effect that implements a superior interface defining a shared method,
i.e. the Strategy Design Pattern defined by the Gang of Four in [31]. A simplified
UML class diagram of the design pattern used is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: UML class diagram of the Strategy Design Pattern used.

The objects are created when an effect is chosen in the GUI and include the
different parameters and variables needed for the implementation of each of them
(filter coefficients, gains, etc.) so when using them for the first time after changing
the effect they are already initialised with the default parameters and can start
processing the following samples without more delay, as in the loop there is just a
reference to a different object. See that the RunEffect method is common for all the
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different objects instance of a class implementing the EffectType interface though
gives different algorithms for each of them. The object of the class Effect has one
instance of it and calls this method when its Run method is called in the loop of
the audio processor, see this call in the code in 4.1.2. Only this instance of the class
implementing the EffectType interface is changed when a different effect is chosen.

4.1.4 Graphical User Interface

A GUI is created, allowing changing between effects and parameters, running or
stopping the processor, changing playback and recording devices and channels and
showing the processed waveform of the signal and its spectral estimation. Figure 28
shows a snapshot of the GUI while running.

Figure 28: Snapshot of the Audio Effects GUI.

Using Matlab means using a single threaded environment if one does not make
use of Parallel Computing Toolbox, i.e. there is only one thread in execution at a
time. This is not compatible with the use of a GUI as if one does not include any
command that releases the thread, the processing loop is done constantly no matter
what changes in the GUI. Thus, a command that releases the thread for usage of the
GUI and the events that have occurred needs to be used in between. Including the
drawnow command in the loop that implements the audio processor makes possible
its correct functioning as it allows the pending callbacks to execute and the figures
to update.
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As explained in the theoretical background, there are different techniques for
spectral estimation. Here, Bartlett method is used in order to reduce the variance
of the spectral estimation. Bartlett method consists on averaging the periodogram
so the variance is reduced in exchange for a loss of resolution, as the signal of length
N is segmented into K segments of length M, thus the DFT is performed with K
times less points [4]. The signal is zero-padded before performing the DFT so the
frequency grid is finer.

In this implementation the number of segments K is not fixed and depends on
the page size in order to have always the same number of spectral estimations per
second in the GUI. The same happens with its length, that is the same as the chosen
page size. The DFT is performed by means of FFT algorithms and its length can be
modified from the GUI as well in order to achieve a finer frequency sampling grid if
desired. Moreover, the computed periodogram is a modified one. That means that
the signal has been windowed prior to computing the FFT so the leakage produced
is less important, i.e. the side lobes that are introduced have smaller amplitude,
trading off with the fact that the main lobe broadens so resolution is reduced again.
Hann window is used as it has a good relation between resolution loss and leakage
reduction, with the highest side lobe -32 dB smaller than the main lobe. A normal-
isation factor is applied so the window does not introduce more power [4].

The spectral estimation is computed inside the audio processor loop after ap-
plying the effect to every page. The modified periodogram of the page is summed
to previous pages and the average is performed once the K segments have been
summed together. The magnitude of the positive half of the spectrum estimation is
plotted in dB with logarithmic scale for the frequency axis from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
The Matlab code for it is shown next:

if get(handles.checkGraphs,’Value’)
% If graphs plotting box value is true

sigPlot=[sigPlot;nextPageSamples];
fftPlot=fftPlot+abs(fft(nextPageSamples.*w,handles.fftSize))...

.^2/U/handles.fftSize;
if i_spect == 1/(handles.pageSize/4096)

plot(handles.axestime,sigPlot);
plot(handles.axesspect,(0:handles.fftSize/2-1)...

/handles.fftSize*handles.Fs,10*log10(fftPlot(1:length...
(fftPlot)/2,:)/i_spect));

sigPlot=[];fftPlot=0;i_spect = 0;
else

i_spect=i_spect+1;
end

end
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4.1.5 Effects in the Matlab implementation

Thanks to the proposed structure in 4.1.3 of the Matlab program, the different ef-
fects are almost self-contained, each one inside of each one’s class, with no need
to change anything in the core function. When adding a new effect it is enough
adding the new class NewEffect that implements the EffectType interface and add
the case for its instantiation inside the interface. As there is a GUI containing those,
the commands for choosing the new effect and the different parameters have to be
added there as well.

In this subsection the Matlab implementation of the different effects is shown.
The book DAFX: Digital Audio Effects [6] has been used as a reference and the
algorithms for the effects are adapted or inspired from the ones proposed in it.
The two first effects are an Echo and a Reverb, based on comb filters. The third
and the fourth are an Overdrive and a model of a Tube amplifier, both based on
non-linear processing by clipping the signal and thus introducing harmonics and
sum and difference spectral component and thus producing distortion. A telephone
sound effect is also included. Finally, a Barber-pole Flanger effect is developed with
the help of Single Sideband (SSB) modulation.

Echo

The echo effect is based on an FIR comb filter, explained in 2.1.6. When the delay
is large enough, i.e. larger than approx. 50 ms or 2500 samples for a sampling
frequency of 44.1 kHz, the average integration time of the human ear. A shorter
delay produces coloration of the spectrum as the ear can no longer segregate the
time events, but can notice the difference between the notches of the comb in the
frequency domain [6]. Actually, one can try the different possibilities of the FIR
comb filter changing the delay parameter and experience the coloration produced
by it with the shorter delays as well, as commented in 3.3.

It is implemented in Matlab by means of a discrete-time filter object of type
Delay with persistent memory. Its Matlab code is shown in Table A1.

Reverb

The reverb effect, simulates the reverberation or multiple reflections occurring in a
room, what can be interpreted as the persistence of the sound after it is produced
[32]. The most simple implementation is based on the all-pass comb filter explained
in 2.1.6, that leads to a dense impulse response without changing the frequency
response, again depending on the amount of delay. If the delay is greater than ap-
prox. 50 ms, the timbre of the perceived output signal is modified significantly as
the reflections are perceived as distinct echoes.

Its implementation in Matlab is done with a discrete-time filter object of type
Direct-form I with persistent memory implementing the previous structure by defin-
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ing the values of its coefficient according to it and using a normalisation factor to
preserve its loudness: c = 1√

1−g4
, where g is the feedback gain. See the Matlab code

defining its class in Table A2.

Overdrive

The overdrive effect is a classic effect in rock music that has the aim to create higher
harmonics from the ones of the input signal. Setting a threshold in the amplitude
of the input signal and setting all values over it to its value achieves this effect.
That is known as hard clipping which produces heavy distortion. However, if the
peaks of the signal are compressed in a way that higher input levels are driven into
the non-linear region smoothly, the resulting output is richer in even harmonics and
sounds natural and warm, that is known as soft clipping. Figure 29 shows both
kinds of clipping applied to different signals.
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Figure 29: Comparison between soft and hard clipping with a sine wave, white noise
and a sawtooth. The threshold for the clipping is set to 0.7 and is symmetric.

Soft clipping is achieved using a compression function for a given threshold Th
and a given value of the factor α. In this case symmetric clipping is performed so
positive and negative valued samples are clipped equally. Figure 30 shows the char-
acteristic curve of the compression function when the threshold is set to 0.7, given
by the next multi-part function generalised from [6], which is the cubic nonlinearity :

f(x) =


2x if x ≤ 1

3
Th

3
Th

(x− 2
3
Th)2 + Th if 1

3
Th < x < 2

3
Th

Th if x ≥ 2
3
Th

(19)

The α factor amplifies the signal before going through the compression function,
and attenuates it afterwards:

x =
1

α
· input; output = α · f(x) (20)
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Figure 30: Compression function for soft clipping in an Overdrive effect. Modified
from [6].

It is implemented in Matlab making use of logical indexing of matrixes, the code
defining its class is shown in Table A3.

Tube

This effect simulates the distortion introduced by the valve or tube amplifiers for
electric guitars. It is based in the same clipping concept as described in 4.1.5 but
performs an asymmetrical soft clipping and usually introduces a small amount of
harmonics. Many models are available for cult amplifiers based on their acoustical
and electrical measurements. The one implemented here is a modification of the one
proposed in [6] for its implementation in the block-by-block proposed processor. It is
based on a mathematical model where there is clipping of large negative values and
approximately linear behaviour for positive ones. Figure 31 shows its characteristic
curve. The number of harmonics introduced can be controlled by the parameter
dist and the linearity of the compression can be controlled Q.

f(x) =

{ x−Q
1−e−dist·(x−Q) +

Q
1−edist·Q if Q 6= 0, x 6= Q

1
dist

+ Q
1−edist·Q if x = Q

(21)

The effect is completed with filtering with low-pass and high-pass filters for DC
removal and simulation of capacitances and allows modifying the different parame-
ters in order to achieve more linearity or distortion and control over the mix of the
processed and the original sounds. See its Matlab code in Table A4.

Telephone sound effect

This effect simulates an old telephone sound using a quite narrow band-pass filter
that simulates the telephone line effect limiting the bandwidth of the signal to be
between 300 and 3400 Hz, see Figure 32, done with a 12-th order Chebyshev type 2
filter.
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Figure 31: Compression function for asymmetrical, soft clipping in a modelled Tube
effect for different values of parameter dist and Q = −0.1. Modified from [6].
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Figure 32: 12-th order Chebyshev type 2 filter modelling the narrow band-pass filter
of old telephone lines. Modified from [6].

An FIR pre-filter introduces a resonance at 2 kHz with the transfer function
Hpre(z) = 0.9 − 0.75z−11. A non-linearity y[n] = (1 − α)x[n] + αx2[n] and added
scaled white noise model the characteristic sound of carbon microphones used in old
telephones. A block diagram of the different elements present in this effect is shown
in Figure 33. See the code implementing it in Table A5.

Barber-pole flanger

An alternative for a time-varying effect was found by using modulation of the spec-
trum. A flanger-like effect based on the SSB modulation is implemented. It is
named barber-pole flanger or infinite flanger as it seems always to go up or down in
frequency.

SSB modulation is an enhancement of amplitude modulations (AM). When mod-
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Figure 33: Block diagram of the telephone sound effect model. Adopted from [6].

ulating a signal by multiplying it with a carrier signal, simple AM, if the original
signal was lowpass with given bandwidth, the new is bandpass with twice its band-
width and is said to be double sideband. However, the spectrum contained in both
bands around the carrier frequency is symmetrical, thus they contain the same in-
formation. SSB uses only one of the bands: lower sideband (LSB) or upper sideband
(USB). This is done either by filtering one of the bands out or by shifting the phase
of the signals via Hilbert transforms, that gives their analytical representations.
The SSB modulation bands are given by the next equation, where x̂ and m̂ are the
Hilbert transforms of the signal x and the carrier m:

LSB
USB[n] = x[n]m[n]± x̂[n]m̂[n] (22)

Here the barber-pole flanger effect is obtained by delaying the modulated signal by
N samples and summing it to the original input so an FIR comb filter effect appears
(see 2.1.6), with the peculiarity that if the frequency of the carrier is small, i.e.
smaller than 20 Hz so the signal is perceived in the time domain because its period
is greater than the integration time of the ear, the dips of the comb filter move all
the time in the same direction, unlike in the original flanger effect in which they are
controlled by an oscillator and move up and down. A curious effect similar to the
Shepard tone is achieved, creating the illusion that the pitch continuously ascends
or descends [33]. Figure 34 shows the spectrogram of the effect applied to pink noise.

In the Matlab implementation the function ssbmod has been used. It is important
to mention that the block-by-block implementation needs the initial phase of the
carrier to be given for every block so it is continuous with the one in the previous.
Thus a parameter inside the object implementing the effect saves the final phase of
each block for the use of the following block of size N as carrier initial phase:

φf = φi +
2πFc(N + 1)

Fs
(23)

Find its Matlab code in Table A6.
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Figure 34: Spectrogram of the barber-pole flanger effect when applied to pink noise.
Note how the notches of the comb filter move towards high frequencies with time,
but new ones appear at the same time.

4.2 Effects in the DSP evaluation board

The DSP used in this thesis is programmed via a graphical development tool called
SigmaStudio. Programming it is as easy as connecting different blocks that im-
plement typical algorithms for audio signal processing, such as filters, mixers, etc.
Wiring the audio processing blocks creates a schematic that can be finally wired to
the inputs and outputs. When the schematic is ready it is then compiled within the
same tool and uploaded to the DSP via USBi. The parameters of the blocks can
generally be changed from the GUI in real-time and they are immediately uploaded
to the DSP, which is very useful when testing the effects as allows comparing them
very easily.

The library provided is large and allows a fast and easy development of quite
complex algorithms with no need of any DSP programming skills, but when more
complex designs are required and the blocks are not available it cannot be pro-
grammed directly with assembler, so it has some limitations. For example, only
some of the blocks allow controlling their parameters with input signals, so many of
them just have parameters that cannot be changed in real-time. That means that
some interesting effects cannot be implemented, e.g. the Phaser effect cannot be
implemented as it requires AP filters controlled with local oscillators.

Some effects are implemented for the idea of audio tagging. Those are a wah-wah
effect, the telephone effect introduced in 4.1.5, the overdrive effect and a schematic
that allows the implementation of different effects based on the universal comb filter
effect, with the addition of possible control of the delay length via input signal. The
telephone effect and overdrive schematics can be found in Appendix B. The other
two are further explained below.
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Wah-wah effect

The wah-wah effect is achieved by varying the central frequency of a bandpass filter
and mixing the filtered signal with the direct one. This central frequency is normally
controlled with a pedal, but can also be controlled with a low-frequency oscillator
controlled by the envelop of the signal to achieve the auto-wah effect.

Different variations exist but the one implemented here is a mix allowing to im-
plement three versions of the basic with only one bandpass filter of fixed bandwidth.
Its block diagram is shown in Figure 35. The difference is in how the centre fre-
quency is controlled. There are three options: a sine wave, a slider simulating the
pedal and a sine wave which amplitude is controlled in turn by the envelope of the
signal itself.

x (n ) y (n )
1-mix

mix

Figure 35: Wah-wah effect block diagram based on a bandpass filter with time-
varying central frequency.

For the one modulating the central frequency with a sine wave, the centre fre-
quency is fixed and the excursion from it is defined by the amplitude of the sine
wave. The excursion period is defined by the frequency of the sine wave. The one
with the slider directly varies the centre frequency. The other controls the ampli-
tude of the sine wave depending on the envelope, thus modifying the excursion of
the change of centre frequency. Find the SigmaStudio schematic in Figure B3.

Reverb/Flanger effect

Different effects are based on the comb filter structure. Implementing the universal
comb filter shown in 2.1.6 and adding the possibility of the delay being time-variant
gives access to a number of different effects, such as simple reverbs or echoes when
the delay is fixed; or vibrato, flanger or chorus with time-varying delay [6]. Table 1
summarises the different options given the tuneable parameters in the schematic.

The delay-based time-varying effects are very interesting for the purpose as intro-
duce a very characteristic sound that does not sound real at all, while not disturbing
the final quality of the sound or its intelligibility. See the SigmaStudio schematic in
Figure B4.
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Table 1: Typical parameters for achieving different effects with the universal comb
filter structure. Adapted from [6].

Effect BL FF FB Delay (ms) Depth (ms) Modulation
Resonator 1 g 0 0..20 - -
Slapback 1 g 0 25..50 - -
Echo 1 g 0 >50 - -
Reverb -g 1 g 1..2 - -
Vibrato 0 1 0 0 0..3 0.1 - 5 Hz sine
Flanger 0.7 0.7 0.7 0 0..2 0.1 - 1 Hz sine
Chorus 0.7 1 -0.7 1..30 1..30 Lowpass noise

4.3 Listening test

The different effects proposed have all good properties for the purpose of audio
tagging with non-natural characteristics and can make the virtual recognition easy
when appropriate parameters are used. However, they sound more or less charac-
teristic depending on the sound to which they are applied. Thus the suitability of
the effects for tagging different kinds of sound has to be found, and also how they
degrade the quality and intelligibility of the original audio sample.

A listening test is proposed here in order to assess these aspects. Different audio
samples are chosen and some of the effects are selected for the listening test, evalu-
ating two different sets of parameters for each one. An online form with embedded
sound samples is prepared for the test. The results of 12 subjects are retrieved from
the server and analysed afterwards.

4.3.1 Definition

The listening test is defined for 5 different audio samples, 5 different effects and two
sets of different parameters for each effect.

The sound excerpts are taken from the EBU Sound Quality Assessment Material
recordings for subjective tests [34]. 5 different enough samples are taken to see how
each effect behaves with diverse audio kinds. The chosen samples are introduced in
Table 2.

Tagging a musical sample might not be very interesting as it changes the way
it was thought originally, however parts from them could be used for introduc-
ing events. Its quality degradation is expected to be perceived as very important.
Speech is the most useful tool to introduce new information and the one in which
the tagging is more important and can give good results with small degradation of
quality or intelligibility. The castanets sample could be used as a notification sound
when some event occurs.
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Table 2: Audio samples for the listening test.

Name Source Properties
Classical music J.S. Bach, Cantata No. 66 Complex musical piece.
Castanets Track 27 - EBU SQAM [34] Guitar and castanets.
Speech Track 50 - EBU SQAM [34] English male speech.
Glockenspiel Track 35 - EBU SQAM [34] Close to pure sine wave.
Vocal quartet Track 48 - EBU SQAM [34] Complex singed musical piece.

The chosen effects and parameter sets are resumed in Table 3. There are two
different clipping-based effects, one time-varying effect, one delay-based effect and
one mainly based on bandpass filtering. For each effect, parameters in the two ex-
tremes are chosen so they sound quite different although still achieve their goal.

Table 3: Effects and parameter sets included in the test. See their description in
4.1.5.

Effect Parameters Set 1 Parameters Set 2
Overdrive α = 0.3;Th = 0.3 α = 1.45;Th = 0.2
Infinite flanger fLO = 0.75Hz; delay = 120 fLO = 1Hz; delay = 40
Telephone sound Mix = 0.25;Noise = 0.02 Mix = 0.6;Noise = 0.005
Tube amplifier Mix = 0.75; dist = 2; Mix = 1; dist = 1;

gain = 2;Q = 0;HP + LP gain = 2;Q = 0.1;HP + LP
Reverb gf = 0.7; delay = 40 gf = 0.9; delay = 800

For each sample, effect and parameter set there are four questions: three to eval-
uate quality, intelligibility and virtual tagging capability and one to determine if the
tagging itself is distinguishable enough:

1. 1st question: "What sample - the first or the second, do you think, is the
original, raw one?" – Simplified ABX test2: Check if subject can difference
processed from original samples. Third sample is absent: only say which, A or
B, is the raw one. Samples A and B are chosen randomly to be the processed
or the original sample.

2An ABX test is a method of comparing two choices of sensory stimuli to identify detectable
differences between them. A subject is presented with two known samples (sample A, the first
reference, and sample B, the second reference) followed by one unknown sample X that is randomly
selected from either A or B. The subject has to identify X as A or B.
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2. 2nd question: "How would you describe the difference in quality between both
samples?" – Rate the annoyance/quality loss introduced by the effect using
the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). Find the scale in Table C1.

3. 3rd question: "Rate the intelligibility/clarity of the processed sample." –
Rate the intelligibility of the processed sound if speech or the clarity if musical
sound. Find the scale in Table C2.

4. 4th question: "Could you easily identify the processed sound as virtual, not
real, not present in your surroundings?" – Directly see if it sounds like a virtual
sound for the subject at a glance, something he would not expect to hear from
a natural sound source. The question is answered with yes or no.

Some recommendations are given to the subject for a better accuracy of the test,
given that the subject or its environment cannot be directly controlled:

• Use headphones for the listening test.

• Switch off all sound enhancers like SRS or Dolby.

• Set equaliser to flat position.

• Set the volume one normally listens to music.

• Do the test in a quiet environment.

4.3.2 Online platform

The test is made available online for its easy distribution and easy retrieval of the
results as an online form in the JotForm platform. It allows creating a form with
the proposed questions and embedding a widget object with the audio samples by
adding the SoundCloud widget HTML code.

It is free up to 100 submissions per month and the results can be downloaded
as an Excel file for its analysis. For a small number of known subjects there is no
need of applying post-screening procedures, and it is normally not recommended;
but for larger unrestricted groups the results can be easily contaminated and some
rejection mechanism of the results could be interesting. [35]

A screenshot of the online form for the listening test is shown in Figure 36.

4.3.3 Analysis of the results

The results of the test are available as an Excel file downloadable from the JotForm
platform. However, they require to be processed in order to be useful. The first step
is to remove manually rows of empty answers.

Different interpretations can be given to them but here, as the purpose is to find
the most suitable effect for each kind of sample, every effect and parameter set will
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Figure 36: Screenshot of the listening test available online as a JotForm form with
SoundCloud widgets for the audio samples.

be given a tagging grade (TG). This grade is computed as a sum of the weighted
average results for each question. The best effect and set parameter for each sample
is the one that has highest grade.

The most important question is the 4th, so it gives between 0 and 5 points. The
three others sum to on top of that one giving up to one point each of them. The
total TG can be then between 0 and 8, being 8 the effect that for that sample sounds
virtual for everyone, produces no quality or intelligibility loss and is never confused
with the original sample.

The next formula gives the final TG for a given combination of sample, effect,
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and parameter set given a group of N subjects. Qi is the mean value of the answers
to each question.

TG =
Q1 − 1

2
+
Q2 − 1

4
+
Q3 − 1

4
+ 5 · (Q4 − 1) (24)

Question 1 has to be treated specially first as its result can be positive or not
depending on the random order assigned to the samples. The result is 1 if it matches
the correct response and 0 if it does not, so if the response was the third option,
cannot distinguish, it is considered also as bad. A Matlab script is written to make
the processing of the results automatic, find it in Table C3.
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5 Results
In this section the results of the measurements of the headphones, the HTS based on
the proposed ARA headset and the listening tests of the effects for tagging audio as
virtual are shown and discussed. The latency measurement of the Matlab real-time
audio effects processor is also presented.

5.1 Headphone measurements

The results of a selection of the different headphone measurements are shown here,
both for their headphone frequency responses and the isolation curves of different
types of headphones. All the measurement were simultaneously done for both left
and right channels but here only one of the channels is shown. They usually differ a
little bit, but positioning difference is probably as important as differences between
both channels.

Figure 37 shows the difference between the measured impulse responses of the
headphone response and the two different methods for the isolation impulse response
measurements. The impulse responses measured with swept-sine techniques are
cleaner (Figure 37a and Figure 37c), on the contrary the measured impulse responses
with the diffuse noise field technique (Figure 37b) are more noisy as they have
actually been obtained from a diffuse pink noise field. This fact allows presenting
the responses with less or no smoothing. The resulting frequency responses and
isolation curves are derived from the windowed impulse responses. As the swept-sine
measurements for the isolation are performed in an anechoic chamber for different
angles of the incident sound, isolation curves can be presented for different directions
of arrival of the sound.

5.1.1 Headphone frequency response

The response of two different headphones of each type is shown in Figure 38. Only
one measurement was done for each of them, so no repositioning variability is con-
sidered although it exists. They all present different characteristics and include the
response of the ear canal, closed or not depending on the headphone type. The
intra-concha headphones in Figure 38b present a clear lack of lower frequencies pro-
duced by the bad sealing they achieve. On the contrary, the tight fitting of the in-ear
headphones into the ear canal gives them a good bass reproduction, as shown in Fig-
ure 38c. The dashed line in Figure 38a shows the frequency response of circum-aural
headphones with active equalisation, being that the reason for their pronounced low
frequencies response.

The frequency response of the Nokia WH500 used in the case study is shown
in Figure 39. In this case positioning variability was taken into account as this
measurement has to be used for compensation. 10 measurements were done while
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Figure 37: Impulse response comparison of the three different measurements.
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(a) Circum-aural headphones
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(b) Intra-concha headphones
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(c) In-ear headphones
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(d) Supra-aural headphones

Figure 38: Frequency responses of four different headphone types.

repositioning the headphones on the dummy-head in between. The spatially av-
eraged measure is on top and the measurements in different positions are shown
shifted down for convenience.
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Figure 39: Frequency response of the Nokia WH500 headset, spatially averaged for
reduction of the positioning variability. Shifted down the 10 measurements taken.

5.1.2 Isolation curves

As said, two different techniques were used to obtain the isolation characteristics
of different headphones. Also headphones with active noise cancelling capabilities
and ear muff hearing protectors were included. As said in 2.2.2, the isolation curves
shown here are the difference between having headphones or not, and in case the
ear canal is occluded when having headphones, are actually not showing how the
headphone is modifying the sound wave as they include this change in resonances
of the ear canal, not the real ear canal response.

The 1/3-octave smoothed isolation curves obtained with the first method, using
a diffuse noise field, are presented in Figure 40. The isolation curve of an ear muff
hearing protector is also shown in Figure 40a. In-ear headphones are the ones that
isolate the most at all frequencies and more particularly if compared with the others
as seen in Figure 40c. On the contrary, the other three types do not isolate low
frequencies at all and even boost frequencies at 2 kHz. Circum-aural headphones
isolate quite effectively high frequencies while intra-concha and supra-aural head-
phones are bad in it in all the frequency range. The difference between open or
closed back case can be seen in the circum-aural case in Figure 40a: with closed
back frequencies above 500 Hz are much more attenuated than with an open back.
These differences in isolation characteristics make the different headphones more
suitable for different situations: the in-ear headphones are the ones that isolate the
most, so they are better for listening to music in noisy environments as there is no
need in playing music louder to mask the leaked environmental noise.

The resulting isolation curves measured with the swept-sine technique after av-
eraging for the different directions are very similar to the ones obtained with the
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(c) In-ear headphones
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Figure 40: Isolation curves with third-octave smoothing of four different headphone
types.

diffuse noise field technique. Instead of presenting again very similar curves, Fig-
ure 41 shows the difference in isolation curves for different angles of incidence of
the sound in the horizontal plane for the Nokia WH500 headset. Low frequencies
are attenuated equally, independently of the direction of arrival of the sound. On
the contrary, frequencies above 2 kHz present different isolation curves for different
angles and vary greatly over 10 kHz.
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Figure 41: Isolation curves versus direction of arrival of the sound for the Nokia
WH500 headset.
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Fixing one direction, the variability due to positioning is also present. Figure 42
shows the variability of the measured isolation curves for the Nokia WH500 head-
phones when the head is turned 40 degrees right. The curves are quite similar until
5 kHz but are completely different for higher frequencies. The spatially averaged
isolation curve is shown on top and the 10 measurements are shown shifted down
for convenience.
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Figure 42: Isolation curves of the Nokia WH500 headset for sound arriving at 40
degrees from the front, spatially averaged for reduction of the positioning variability.
Shifted down the 10 measurements taken.

5.2 HTS measurements

First of all the results of the simulation of the ear drum sum are presented. As
mentioned, this simulation is far from reality because the measured isolation is not
correct for the design of the HTS as it includes part of the ear canal response and
the headphone compensation is not correct either as it also compensates the ear
canal resonances when occluded. However, it is shown in order to demonstrate that
the AP filter design technique itself works and that the other limitations as the
length of the FIR filter or the compensation of the microphone and pre-amp can
be dealt. Figure 43 shows different cases in which the estimation of the delay for
the design of the AP tail was or was not accurate. The fact that the notch at high
frequencies has been regularised produces a small dip around those frequencies, but
it can be said to be a quite flat response. The versions in which the delay was not
correctly estimated produce some ripples around the critical frequencies where both
pseudoacoustic environment and leaked sound have similar levels, around 500 Hz.

Finally the HTS implemented in the proposed headset is shown in Figure 44.
For comparison, the response with no HTS and the open ear case are shown. Here
the different curves are not deconvolved with the open ear case but are directly
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Figure 43: Top: different cases of the ear drum sum. Middle: Original isolation
curve and ear drum sum not smoothed. Bottom: 1/3-octave smoothed frequency
responses of the three cases of the HTS mentioned and the original isolation curve.

the response from the loudspeaker to the ear drum - acoustical transparency would
be having the same response than the open ear case. As said, it is not acoustically
transparent due to the limitations in the measured frequency responses and isolation
curves, as well as the variability due to the positioning, that here appears twice as
both isolation and headphone response are used for designing the equalisation filter.
The notch around 4000 Hz could be produced because of the incorrect equalisation
of ear canal resonances. Higher frequencies seem quite impossible to control due to
the positioning variability, however they are much closer to the open ear case than
the case with no HTS.

Doing the deconvolution with the open ear case the target is then a flat response
and it can be compared to previously shown isolation curves. In Figure 45 the HTS
response is compared to the original isolation curves. The HTS response seems quite
close to the target but for the notch at 3 kHz and the peak at 13 kHz. The difference
with the case with no HTS is clear.

The case that gives a flat response at the ear drum is also measured in order
to further investigate the origin of the problems when using the AP technique, so
using the measurement of the isolation including the responses of ear canal and
body as an input for the technique. The measurements needed for the design of
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Figure 44: Loudspeaker to ear drum response of the HTS compared with the open
ear case and the case with no HTS for the proposed ARA headset.
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Figure 45: Isolation curve of the ARA headset with and without HTS.

the AP tail are done in a row without moving the headphone in order to avoid
the positioning variability issues. Figure 46a shows the impulse response of the
flat-at-ear-drum HTS. The first part of the response matches perfectly with the
measured isolation impulse response but afterwards the AP tail is not as expected,
thus the compensation of the elements in the electrical path, including the headphone
response, is not achieved. The delay can be seen that it has been estimated properly.
Figure 46b shows the frequency response of this HTS and the isolation. The response
of the HTS should be flat around -30 dB and it clearly is not. Further measurements
and research need to be conducted in order to known why the compensation does
not work.
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Figure 46: Impulse and frequency response of the flat-at-ear-drum HTS.

5.3 Latency of the Matlab audio effects processor

The latency of the Matlab audio effects processor measured in a MacBook Pro with a
MOTU sound-card is shown in Figure 47, as the deconvolution between the impulse
response of the MOTU alone and the one of the signal going through the processor.
The delay introduced by the system when processing a Reverb effect with Page Size
of 256 samples and Buffer Size of 5 pages is 2028 samples or 46 ms, smaller than
the integration time of the ear, so it can be said to be real-time.
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Figure 47: Impulse response of the Matlab audio processor.

5.4 Listening test results

The results for the listening test described in 4.3 are shown next. They involved 12
subjects. As it includes 5 different kinds of samples and its main goal is to find the
most suitable effect for each of them, the values of the proposed grading system for
the effects is shown comparing it to the others of the same sample, but dividing this
grade into its different parts, so the values of each of the questions.

The results for the Classical music sample are presented in Figure 48. They show
that both the telephone effect with the second set of parameters and the overdrive
effect with the first are perceived as good tags for this kind of audio. However, it
is mainly due to the loss of quality, that is perceived between annoying and slightly
annoying for the telephone effect and very annoying for the overdrive. Also the
loss of clarity or intelligibility of the different sounds is important. The first with a
good quality and intelligibility is the overdrive with the second set of parameters,
although its tagging capabilities are rather bad as it has only 1.25 out of 5 points in
question 4. The flangers where expected to be good in this case, and although the
flanger with the first set of parameters has the third highest TG, it is far from the
telephone and its quality is not too much better.

For the Castanets sample there is a similar draw, see it in Figure 49. All of them
do their work worse, and only three of them are above a 4 in the TG. Those three
are the only ones that do not preserve the quality, so the trade-off seems to be clear.
The reverb effect with the second set of parameters appears as a good candidate,
keeping a decent quality and intelligibility. Half of the subjects in the test found
that it sounds virtual.

The results for the Speech sample look better. Both telephone effects are per-
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Figure 48: Listening test results for the Classical music sample.
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Figure 49: Listening test results for the Castanets sample.

ceived as virtual as more than the 80% of the subjects in the test agreed on it.
They of course gave worse sound quality and intelligibility. The reverb effect with
the second set of parameters was found to be quite good in tagging, but destroying
completely the intelligibility and quality of the sound. Flangers were expected to
be good and they give mediocre results. See the bar plot comparing the different
effects in Figure 50. The good results of the telephone sound can be explained with
the fact that we are used to this sound and we associate it easily to a phone call in
which the other person is not physically in the surroundings.

The results for the Glockenspiel sample are quite different, as it is the sound it-
self. Find them in Figure 51. The sound produced by the Glockenspiel is very similar
to a pure sinusoid, creating a very few amount of harmonics that decay fast whereas
the main tone decays slowly. The telephone sounds are not perceived to be as good
as before because their main characteristic is the narrow bandpass filter, and in this
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Figure 50: Listening test results for the Speech sample.

case the difference between having the content outside it or not does not change the
perceived quality too much as it is less important. The reverb with the second set
of parameters is the best here, as its perception as not real is shared between all the
subjects in the test. In general, none of the effects changes too much its perceived
quality or intelligibility, but the mentioned telephone effects and the flanger with
the second set of parameters, which is also perceived quite widely as a virtual sound.
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Figure 51: Listening test results for the Glockenspiel sample.

Finally, the results for the last sample, the Vocal Quartet, can be found in Fig-
ure 52. There is another tie between 3 different effects, and 5 of them are within one
point of difference. Again the quality of the ones that give a best virtual perception
is the worst. The telephone effects are the only ones that are distinguished always
by almost all the subjects.
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Figure 52: Listening test results for the Vocal Quartet sample.

It is important to mention that the results are consistent in the sense that when
a effect is found that seems virtual by a majority of the subjects, they also have
little or no problems in distinguishing it from the original, and the other way round.
Three of the effects where found to have poor capabilities for the task of tagging
audio as virtual, the tube with the two different parameter sets, and the reverb with
the first parameters. That is most likely because of a bad choice of the parameters,
that gave very subtle effects that kept a very good quality, but could not be distin-
guished from the original sample in many cases.

The trade-off between perceived virtual, non-real characteristics and quality or
intelligibility loss is always there. Only the flangers offer a good relation between
both, although finally their virtual sounding characteristics are not very widely
agreed. However, different time-varying effects exist and as they do not seem to
degrade the quality as much as the telephone sound, the overdrive or the reverb
they can work well.

Depending on the application, more distinctive sound or more quality can be
required. If the sound quality is not that important and the need is to give some
information to the user with easy distinction, the telephone sound effect works well
with almost all the samples. It is a very known and characteristic sound that
people is used to listen and relate easily with the fact that its source is not in the
surroundings but somewhere else.
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6 Summary
Two different aspects of ARA headsets have been covered in this thesis: a HTS
implementation for a digital ARA headset and audio tagging of added virtual sound
objects.

On the one hand, the implementation of a HTS for a digital, real-time ARA
headset based on a DSP has been studied. Its acoustical transparence is achieved
by means of equalisation of the pseudoacoustic environment, the recorded surround-
ing sounds, with an AP filter design technique. This technique requires knowing
the headphone frequency response and isolation curves, which have been seen that
depend greatly on positioning of the headphone and characteristics of the ear of the
final user, as well as direction of arrival of the sound for the latter. In addition,
for achieving acoustical transparency the open ear canal resonances should be pre-
served, that is not possible with non-FEC headphones as both the leaked sound and
the pseudoacoustic environment go through a closed ear canal. Therefore, classical
equalisation introducing the old resonances or use of FEC headphones is recom-
mended.

The comb filter effect has been also deeply discussed. Its effect on digital ARA
headsets depends not only on the latency of the DSP but also on the isolation curve
of the headphone itself, as if the first notch determined by the delay should occur at
some frequency where leaked sound and pseudoacoustic environment have already
different levels, it does not appear, as is the case with most in-ear headphones. On
the other side, with intra-concha headphones that leak almost all frequencies com-
pletely, the pseudoacoustic environment appears only at high frequencies where the
comb filter is less disturbing as it is more difficult to perceive.

The case study has shown that even with not a perfect design as the measure-
ment of isolation curve and headphone response cannot be separated from ear canal
responses effectively, the HTS response is not far from its target but for the high fre-
quencies and the notch at 4 kHz. The closed ear canal response could be subtracted
by measuring it separately or modelling its resonances for achieving high-quality re-
sults. However, as the ARA headset is intended for long periods of use, the human
ear can adapt easily to small differences and this fact should not be a major problem.
The case that should give a flat response at the ear drum has also been measured
and it has been seen that the compensation of the headphones is not being achieved
thus the resulting response is not flat. Further research is needed to achieve so and
should be focused on ensuring that the designed AP tail is the final response of the
whole electric path.

On the other hand, the idea of audio tagging for easy recognition of added, vir-
tual sound objects in ARA headsets has been studied. A Matlab real-time processor
for the test of the different effects has been developed along with a selection of dif-
ferent effects with interesting properties for this task. The effects have also been
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implemented in the DSP for its integration with the ARA headset proposed.

A listening test of the proposed effects has been conducted to assess the suitabil-
ity of different effects for tagging virtual audio objects of different kinds. Results
suggest that different sounds are perceived to be better distinguished as virtual when
processed with different effects. However, the trade-off between effectively tagging
the sounds and degrading its quality and intelligibility is clear. The telephone sound
effect was found to be quite effective in different kinds of sound. Most likely be-
cause of the familiarity of the subjects with it as it is associated with a remote source.

Further listening tests with other effects should be conducted. It could be inter-
esting to see the reaction of the subjects than their direct answers as it seems more
a matter of instinct than of reasoning. Therefore implementing the effects in an
ARA headset and testing it in its real environment when the headset is acoustically
transparent seems the best option for knowing the real usefulness of those effects.
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A Effects Matlab code

Table A1: Matlab code for Echo effect.

classdef Echo < EffectType
%Echo Add N samples delayed version of input to input

properties
Hd={};
A={};

end

methods
function obj = Echo(param)

obj.Hd=dfilt.delay(round(param{3})); % Delay filter
set(obj.Hd,’PersistentMemory’,1);
obj.A=param{1}; % Gain of the echo

end
function output=RunEffect(obj,input)

output=input+obj.A*filter(obj.Hd,input);
end

end
end
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Table A2: Matlab code for Reverb effect.

classdef Reverb < EffectType
%REVERB Reverb effect

properties
Hd={};

end

methods
function obj = Reverb(param)

g=param{1}; % Feedback gain
d=param{3}; % Delay
c=1/sqrt(1-g^4); % Normalisation factor
B=c*[-g;zeros(d-1,1);1]; % All-pass comb filter IIR
A=[1;zeros(d-1,1);-g];
obj.Hd= dfilt.df1(B,A);
set(obj.Hd,’PersistentMemory’,1);

end
function output=RunEffect(obj,input)

output=filter(obj.Hd,input);

end
end

end
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Table A3: Matlab code for Overdrive effect.

classdef Overdrive < EffectType
%OVERDRIVE Overdrive effect, compression for soft clipping
% to given threshold and alpha factor

properties
alpha={};
Th={};

end

methods
function obj = Overdrive(param)

obj.Th=param{1}; %Th>0
obj.alpha=param{2}; %0.1<=alpha<=10

end
function output=RunEffect(obj,input)

input=1/obj.alpha*input;
output=input;
output(abs(input)<=obj.Th*1/3)=2*abs(input(abs(input)<=...

obj.Th*1/3));
output((abs(input)<obj.Th*2/3)&(abs(input)>obj.Th*1/3))...

=-(abs(input((abs(input)<obj.Th*2/3)&(abs(input)>...
obj.Th*1/3)))-2*obj.Th/3).^2*3/obj.Th+obj.Th;

output(abs(input)>=obj.Th*2/3)=obj.Th;
output=obj.alpha*output.*sign(input);

end
end

end
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Table A4: Matlab code for Tube Amplifier effect.

classdef Tube < EffectType
% TUBE Effect
properties

gain={}; HP={};LP={};
mix={}; Q={}; dist={}; A={};

end
methods

function obj = Tube(param)
obj.gain=abs(param{3}); obj.Q=param{4};
obj.dist=param{2}; rh=0.99; rl=0.75; obj.A=1;
obj.mix=param{1}; filtType=param{5};
obj.LP=dfilt.df1(1,1);
set(obj.LP,’PersistentMemory’,1);
obj.HP=dfilt.df1(1,1);
set(obj.HP,’PersistentMemory’,1);
switch filtType

case 1
obj.HP=dfilt.df1([1 -2 1],[1 -2*rh rh^2]);
set(obj.HP,’PersistentMemory’,1);

case 2
obj.LP=dfilt.df1([1-rl],[1 -rl]);
set(obj.LP,’PersistentMemory’,1);

case 3
obj.LP=dfilt.df1([1-rl],[1 -rl]);
set(obj.LP,’PersistentMemory’,1);
obj.HP=dfilt.df1([1 -2 1],[1 -2*rh rh^2]);
set(obj.HP,’PersistentMemory’,1);

end
end
function output=RunEffect(obj,input)

q=input*obj.gain;
if obj.Q==0

z=q./(1-exp(-obj.dist*q));
z(q==obj.Q)=1/obj.dist;

else
z=(q-obj.Q)./(1-exp(-obj.dist*(q-obj.Q)))+...
obj.Q/(1-exp(obj.dist*obj.Q));
z(q==obj.Q)=1/obj.dist+obj.Q/(1-...
exp(obj.dist*obj.Q));

end
output_mix=obj.mix*z+(1-obj.mix)*input;
output=filter(obj.HP,output_mix); %HP filter
output=filter(obj.LP,output); %LP filter
output=output.*ones(size(input))*obj.A;

end
end

end
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Table A5: Matlab code for Telephone Sound effect.

classdef Telephone < EffectType
%TELEPHONE Telephone effect, bandpass filter
% + non-linearity + noise

properties
alpha={};
wnoise={};
BandpassFilt={};
PreFilt={};

end

methods
function obj = Telephone(param)

obj.alpha=param{1}; %alpha>=0
obj.wnoise = param{3}; % White noise generation
Fs=param{2};
[z,p,k]=cheby2(6,40,[234/(Fs/2) 4300/(Fs/2)]);
obj.BandpassFilt = dfilt.df1tsos(zp2sos(z,p,k));
set(obj.BandpassFilt,’PersistentMemory’,1);
obj.PreFilt = dfilt.dffir([0.9 zeros(1,10) -0.75]);
set(obj.PreFilt,’PersistentMemory’,1);

end

function output=RunEffect(obj,input)
% Pre-filter
u = filter(obj.PreFilt,input);
% Carbon mic nonlinearity
y1 = (1-obj.alpha)*u + obj.alpha*u.^2;
% Add scaled white noise
y2 = y1 + obj.wnoise*(2*rand(size(input))-1);
% Apply telephone line filter
output = filter(obj.BandpassFilt,y2);

end
end

end
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Table A6: Matlab code for Barber-Pole Flanger effect.

classdef BarberFlanger < EffectType
%BarberPoleFlanger

properties
Hbp={};
size={};
Fs={};
Fc={};
ini_phase={};
delay={};

end

methods
function obj = BarberFlanger(param)

obj.size=param{5}(1);
obj.Fs=param{5}(2);
obj.Fc=param{1};
obj.delay=param{3};
obj.Hbp=dfilt.delay(obj.delay);
set(obj.Hbp,’PersistentMemory’,1);
obj.ini_phase=0;

end
function output=RunEffect(obj,input)

m=ssbmod(input,obj.Fc,obj.Fs,obj.ini_phase,’upper’);
m=filter(obj.Hbp,m);
output=0.5*m+0.5*input;
obj.ini_phase=mod(obj.ini_phase+2*pi*...
obj.Fc/obj.Fs*(obj.size+1),2*pi);

end
end

end
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B SigmaStudio schematics of the effects

Figure B1: SigmaStudio telephone effect schematic.

Figure B2: SigmaStudio overdrive effect schematic.
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Figure B3: SigmaStudio wah-wah effect schematic..

Figure B4: SigmaStudio universal comb filter schematic..
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C Grading scales & scripts for listening tests

Table C1: Mean Opinion Score scale. Adopted from [36].

MOS Quality Impairment
5 Excellent Imperceptible
4 Good Perceptible but not annoying
3 Fair Slightly annoying
2 Poor Annoying
1 Bad Very annoying

Table C2: Intelligibility/clarity rating scale.

Score Meaning
5 Completely intelligible
4 Almost everything
3 Half
2 Some words/notes
1 Not intelligible at all
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Table C3: Matlab script for the analysis of the listening test results.

load(’RawTestData’);

%% Modify values ABX
DATA_TEST1=correctABXres(DATA_TEST1);
DATA_TEST2=correctABXres(DATA_TEST2);
DATA_TEST3=correctABXres(DATA_TEST3);
DATA_TEST4=correctABXres(DATA_TEST4);
DATA_TEST5=correctABXres(DATA_TEST5);

%% Means
SUM_TEST1=nanmean(DATA_TEST1,1);
SUM_TEST2=nanmean(DATA_TEST2,1);
SUM_TEST3=nanmean(DATA_TEST3,1);
SUM_TEST4=nanmean(DATA_TEST4,1);
SUM_TEST5=nanmean(DATA_TEST5,1);

MeanMatrix=[SUM_TEST1(4:27);SUM_TEST1(29:end);...
SUM_TEST2(4:27);SUM_TEST2(29:end);...
SUM_TEST3(4:27);SUM_TEST3(29:end);...
SUM_TEST4(4:27);SUM_TEST4(29:end);...
SUM_TEST5(4:27);SUM_TEST5(29:end)];

%% Weight answers
MeanMatrix(:,2:5:end)=(MeanMatrix(:,2:5:end)-1)/4;
MeanMatrix(:,3:5:end)=(MeanMatrix(:,3:5:end)-1)/4;
MeanMatrix(:,4:5:end)=(MeanMatrix(:,4:5:end)-1)*5;

%% Find tagging grades and separate questions answers
TG=[];Q1=[];Q2=[];Q3=[];Q4=[];
for i=0:5:20

Q1=[Q1 MeanMatrix(:,i+1)];
Q2=[Q2 MeanMatrix(:,i+2)];
Q3=[Q3 MeanMatrix(:,i+3)];
Q4=[Q4 MeanMatrix(:,i+4)];
TG=[TG sum(MeanMatrix(:,i+(1:4)),2)];

end

QxSxE(:,:,1)=Q1; % Create 3dim matrix
QxSxE(:,:,2)=Q2;
QxSxE(:,:,3)=Q3;
QxSxE(:,:,4)=Q4;
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Table C4: Matlab script for the plot of the listening test results.

%% Bar plots

%% Sample 1 - Classical music
figure;
bar(permute(QxSxE(:,1,:),[1,3,2]),’stacked’);colormap(’Summer’);
ylim([0 8]);xlim([0 11]);grid on;title(’Classical music sample’);
xlabel(’Effects’);ylabel(’Tagging grade’);
set(gca,’xticklabel’,{’Overdrive1’,’Overdrive2’,’Flanger1’,...
’Flanger2’,’Telephone1’,’Telephone2’,’Tube1’,’Tube2’,’Reverb1’,’Reverb2’});
legend(’Q1’,’Q2’,’Q3’,’Q4’);
text([1:10]-0.25,TG(:,1)+0.25,num2str(TG(:,1)));
set(gcf,’OuterPosition’,[0 0 800 400],’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’);
print -depsc TestResultClassical

...

function corrected = correctABXres(datamatrix)

correct=[1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1];

q1=datamatrix(:,4:5:end);

for i=1:size(q1,2)
q1(:,i)=(q1(:,i)==correct(i));

end

datamatrix(:,4:5:end)=q1;
corrected = datamatrix;
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